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THE MESSENGER. 
Eoterod at \be Poat,-Offico a, Richmond College, Va., aa aecood-olaaa matter. 
VoL . .. :LII. LIB H, 1916. 
POEM . 
W. 0. N., '16. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting away; 
Drifting far from the heat of the day, 
Into the twilight's du 0 k to the bay. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting. 
Lazily, dr amily, drifting away; 
Drifting to realm where water-nymphs play, 
Drifting along to their rhythmical lay. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting away; 
Far from the world which held us in sway, 
To the land where oft breezes forever do play. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting away; 
Far from the cares of the world and its prey; 
Just dreaming and drifting forever this way. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting. 
LazHy, dreamily, drifting away; 
Into the dawn of a glorious day; 
Gliding softly and silently on to the bay. 
Lazily, dreamily, drifting. 
ro. 6 
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METHUSELAH JONES. 
W. H. Brannock, '16. 
4' IHI°' God! I' c dun kilt dat 'ar ,Ugg r," exclruID d Methu elah Jone , in a fright n d tone, h hurried 
through the bu he to th road. id . "De good 
Lord hep me-she' dun lyin' dar in de midcUe ob 
de road, dead . Lord, bab mercy on me. What di coon gwinc 
do now?" continued Metbu: lah, a be pau ·cd for a mom nt, 
with gun in band, and bis lazy dog, nipe, pawing at hi f t. 
The object from who e mouth the above exclamation' had 
escaped wa one Methuselah Jone , known a a matter of con-
venience to bis friend in Dogtown Hollow a. plrun, every-day 
Thuse. He was a typical country darkey-dc ply religiou , a 
religion goes with darkies, and was well stocked with grim fears 
of the supernatural. Thuse wa , to peak plainly, "every inch 
a nigger," as the white folk in the village said. Re was, in fact, 
a person of some consequence in bi community, for Thu e wa 
reputed to be the mo t powerful of all the young buck there, 
and stood some six feet two in bare feet. H was raw-boned 
and bis arms dangling at his sides reminded one of so many pump 
handles. Thuse was noted, moreover, for being the blackest 
"nigger" in Dogtown Hollow, and, by way of contrast, his teeth 
and the white in his eyes gave forth more illumination on a dark 
night than did those of any of his less gifted friends. 
So, on this particular afternoon in the early fall of 1870, 
Thuse had much to be proud of as he shouldered his gun and 
strode merrily off with his dog through the woods. He had 
promised Rinda Ross to bring her a hare or a 'possum that evening 
for sure, when he called on her. 
Rinda sang in Ebenezer Church choir, the best choir in the 
"Hollow," and Thuse always managed to sing from the same 
book with her. He was much taken with Rinda's singing and 
with the saintly look that crept over her face as she would raise 
herself to her full height on tip-toe, and, in strong accents, make 
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her If b ard above all other·. · Thu , e made hi way through 
the wood~, h fell to humming her favorite. ong: 
" h, dey prayed all day, an' cley prayed all night, 
Paul an' il . 
" h, dcy prayed all day, an' dey pray d all night, 
Paul an' ila ." 
"I' je ' ' gwine tell Rinda di night de tate ob my 'fcction · 
fo' her," ·oliloquized Thu e. "I'se done waited 'ti! now already, 
an' he art to know <lat I won't hab no other gal 'ceptin' her." 
He wa rou cd from hi amorous reflection, by the ·harp 
barking of his dog just in front of him. A quail flew through the 
tree to hi ' left, near the county road, and, startled, he raised 
hi gun to bi ·boulder and fired. he did .. o a loud shriek of 
pain was heard from the road, and, thoroughly aroused by the 
sound, he pu bed wiltly through the bu he in time to see a 
short, tout, burly-looking negro woman throw up her arms 
and, without a groan, tumble to the road. 
Thu e ha tily viewed the victim of bi gun bot, and, eeing 
the tillne of d ath upon her, gave painful vent to the words 
with which our narrative opens. 
He tood for a moment with hi' eye rolling wildly in fear 
and apprehen ion, and, glancing nervously up and down the 
road, he muttered expre ions of fear and distress. No one was 
in sight. He hadn't been een. He pau ed for a moment only, 
and then, without more adieu, decided on the instant to make 
good his escape from tho e parts. 
He re-entered the woods, and, without ever a glance back-
ward, ran with all speed from the spot where the body of his 
victim lay. He made his way so swiftly past the trees and through 
the deep ravines that his dog had difficulty in following him. 
Thu e's long legs had carried him several miles from the scene of 
the accident before he paused to re t. In sheer desperation and 
fright, be finally threw himself on the ground beside his dog. It 
was dark, and he decided to spend the night in the woods rather 
than to venture out in search of a better plac to sleep. 
The night pas ed, and with it some uncanny dreams of prison 
cells and convict stripes, and even gallows, which, to the scared 
fancy of Thuse, surely awaited him if he was caught. 
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When morning came the grim , p ctr , in part at le ·t, till 
remained. he wi bed to place a m ny mile po · ible 
between Dogtown Hollow and him lf, Thu pu h <l on toward 
edar Point, a little i olated village !':Ome thirty mil from hi. 
native town. Here be was unknovm, and, a. no trav ling was 
don hctween the two hamlet , xcept by foot, he f It that he 
would be r a onably afe. 
"I' e dun lef' home fo' good now," ·adly rea. on d Thu e to 
him elf, a he plodded bi. way wearily in th dir ction of edar 
Point near the clo e of that ame day. '' eem lak I'· dun 
walked forty-leben mile already." 
The e thoughts bad not left him wh n a man drove by in an 
empty farm wagon. H topp d when Thu e hailed him to 
inquire the distance to Cedar Point. The kind-b arted farmer, 
seeing the tired look in hi fac , allowed the poor, hungry trav lcr 
and his dog to sit in the back of the wagon. Thu , fearful le t 
his gun should betray him, had hid it in the wood cveral miles 
back. 
As the farmer drove toward town be convcr ed with his 
worn-out pas enger, and, eerningly pleased with Thu c, he 
offered him a job as a h !per about his farm. This offer arou ed 
the same sort of feeling in the weary mind of Thu e that a good 
ripe watermelon would have brought to his much-tortured appe-
tite-it was just to his liking, and be accepted on the pot. 
Thuse was a handy man about the farm, and he worked so 
willingly that he greatly pleased Mr. Simpson, hi employer. He 
had not been there long, however, before the de ire to return to 
his home seized upon him. The thought of his friend , and 
especially the sad reflection of Rinda singing in the choir without 
him, preyed much upon his mind. He was, nevertheless, fearful 
of the dreadful consequences that would befall him if he showed 
up in Dogtown Hollow, so be lingered at the farm, trying to 
banish all thought of the accident that had caused him so much 
grief. 
A little more than a year had passed now since that fateful 
day in the woods. Time bad partly triumphed over his fears, 
and Thuse finally decided to venture back in the direction of his 
home. Perhaps his friends wouldn't know him after such a long 
absence, thought Thuse. 
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"I'll jes' hang aroun d out ·kirt. fo' a while," he mu ed, 
" den if I' . . ure dey dun cotch dat nigger wat dun murdered dat 
ol' woman, d n I'll drap in town. 'Twan't me anyhow, co 'I didn't 
eben . ee h r when I hot her." 
In .·pir cl by thi. logic, Thu. c aid good-bye to 1r. 'imp on, 
of Cedar Point farm, and, calling old nip , who had tuck to him, 
started to r trace hi.· tcp homeward over the thirty-odd miles 
of rough road and thick woodland. He bad ·tarted at unri e, 
well uppli <l with food that would la t throughout the <lay, and, 
walking bri kly, hi, long tridc. had oon left hi temporary haven 
far behind. By nightfall he re ted on the out kirt of Dogtown 
Hollow. H was tired from hi long journey, and, throwing him-
self on the ground, he re ted while he ronsumed bi last bite of 
food. Thing · looked very familiar and friendly about him, and 
hi fancy brought forth picture of warm fir ide and happy 
cene that were taking place even at that very hour in the ''Hol-
low." This wa ' prayer-meeting night at old Ebenezer, too. As 
he thought upon thi · hi eyes grew mi ty and parkled their 
brightc -t in the growing darkne · -Rinda would be there, his 
"gal" Rinda. 
Thu e's feeling ma tered him. He resolved to , teal up 
through th woods to the ren.r of the church, and listen again to 
Rin<la inging. he alway did ing on prayer-meeting night . 
He wa · sure that nobody would see him, for the church was almost 
hid in the grove, an<l he could nenk up clo e to the window and 
look in at all of the people. His heart grew light, and he bummed 
a "mcetin' song" a he made his way by a round-about route to 
the church. 
As he neared the church he saw the lights gleaming through 
the trees. How friendly and inviting they looked! He could 
faintly bear the singing now, and his heart beat faster a be lightly 
stepped from tree to tree over the dead leaves. The singing 
stopp d as he ca.me within closer range of the voices, and, through 
the, tillne s, be crept nearer to the friendly lights that hone from 
the windows. He was so clo e now that he could plainly hear 
old "Par on" Stiles praying. It sent a thrill of tense emotion 
through Thnse, as be listened to this familiar sound, and he un-
consciously bowed his head in reverence while the saintly darkey 
implored Providence to have mercy upon his flock. 
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After the prayer wa fini b d Thu e drew up to on of the 
window and p er d through at th congr gation. He im-
mediately recognized Rindo. in her o.c URtom cl plac I and, a he 
did 0 1 a de p sigh caped him. The world would ·c m like u. 
heaven to him if be could but h ·eatccl in that choir I side her. 
While Thu e thu reflected upon the charm of hi' d : rt d 
"gal," "Par on" tiles aro c, in his diguifi d manner, and an-
nounced that, as thi wa their regular tc timony me ·ting night, 
each and every member of his flock pre ·cnt ,,,.a I den and dere 
invited to ' press bi elf about de topic <lat had bin cho ·e, 1 De 
trait an' Narrow Road.'" 
He at down, and, without further xhorting, vcral of his 
mo t zealou aints b gan forthwith to expre:- them ·elve with 
increa ing warmth on the subject . Th loud "ameru; 11 and the re-
peated " hallelujah II from tho e in the p w' kept p rf ct time with 
the peakers. It was evident from the re. pon. C' which "Par on" 
Stiles received from hi invitations that every memb r of bis 
flock was walking away from "de broa<l road." 
Deacon Brown was on th floor, and he moved his hearers 
to tears as he told about his long experience of forty-nine years' 
pilgrimage on "de narrow path." He sat down, n.mid the long-
drawn sighs from the sisters and the deep " amens " from the 
brethren. 
Before the groans and the "amens" had fully cea cd, another 
member of the flock ro e, and hurriedly began to testify. This 
time it was a short, stout, burly-looking woman, and she waved 
her short arms frantically a she loudly began to tell her story. 
"Bredren and sistcrn," she said, "I'sc had a sperience dat 
no oder member ob dis congr gation is eber had. De good Lord 
done spake to me jes lak He dun spake to de 'Postle Paul. Mor'n 
a year ago I was walkin' right in de middle ob de road, when, all 
a suddin, widout a bit o' warnin', I hearn Gabri 1 blow his trumpet. 
Hallelujah! Yes, bredren an' sistern, I dun hear de angel Gabriel 
blow his trumpet. Amen! Hallelujah! An' de nex' minit 
somethin' awful hit me side ob de head lak a J)iece ob lead. N ex' 
thing I know I were !yin' sprawlin' in de middle ob de road. Halle-
lujah! An' when I come to I knowed dat it war a message from 
de heabenly land. Hallelujah! I come down <lat night to de 
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OPPORTUNITY. 
C. E. H., '19. 
There is some moment in the life of each 
When opportunity point a golden future. 
It may be we shall eek alone for pleasure, 
And then, perhaps, we'll choose the faire t journey, 
Forgetting, that in eeking selfi h honor, 
We oft will lose a chance for lifetime ervice. 
Nay! let us look beyond and ee the future, 
Behold the joy in helping one another, 
And know another link is wrought within 
The magic chain which guides us ever onward, 
And feel that we've denied no one a pleasure 
By passing by an opportunity . 
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IS OUR ATHLETIC SYSTEM MEETING THE 
TEST ? 
P. E. Hamilton, '18. 
0 answer thi que. tion we must fir t determine what is 
the real value of athletic· in a college, or, to put it more 
definitely, in Richmond College, and then see whether 
we are obtaining from athletic the greatest po sible 
benefit. 
The mo t apparent good to be derived from athletics is the 
development of the college tudent into an all-around man-not 
a mere grind, but one who can 'CC things other than those to be 
found in the hooky sentences of amuel Johnson. A knowledge 
of books is good, but if book are 'ought as an end in them -elve 
they develop men who ar devoid of an appreciation of life itself, 
though they be as erudite as Mr. Johnson. Student , especially, 
should take care not to relax their vigilance upon their physical 
constitution, since they usually lead quite sedentary live , and 
hence are subject to the inroads of disease. The body hould be 
kept in physical condition, neither under-developed nor over-
developed, but compelled to serve the mind and facilitate its 
activity by providing a healthy and vigorous constitution. 
Another re ult of athletics, and one much spoken of, is the 
increasing of that indefinable quality commonly known as "school 
spirit." By this is not meant that spirit of elation over an athletic 
contest which gives license to vandalism and wanton destruction 
of property, but a loyalty to the college and its activities which 
expresses itself in milder and more desirable outbursts. For 
example, valuable lung development may result from the hearty 
support of a foot-ball team, and the belief of every college 
man that his institution is the best in the country will certainly 
insure his loyalty to any other alignment in life. This fact is ably 
maintained by those who favor highly-trained representative 
teams, but it would be even more the case if every student were 
athletic, for then each student would feel a vital interest in the 
school teams . More could compete if all had training, and the 
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:'chool hody could upport th t am witb gr at r ,·ympathy; thu 
int ·r-cla::-· conte ·L would not dimini.:h1 but ratb ·r incr 11 · the 
colleae pirit. 
Be::;idcs the.-c lirec re. ult , participation in u.thl •tic ·hould 
develop moral qualiti .' which will remain when ..:cho l day· ar' 
over. Th re pon ·ibility of a certain po.-ition on at m incr n:- s 
th faithfulnc. of a man to his duti '; tb know! dg that h i 
rcprc enting hi· chool upon th' gridiron will cau · him to fight 
the more de perately, cl :pite th j r of bi oppon nt ·. He 
mu ·t think, and think quickly, and th n b ar the r .-pon.-ibility 
for the re. ult. To do thi he mu t train him ·elf with car , ah -tain 
from all cli ·sipation and ov r-indulgencc, obtaining the maximum 
of ffici •ncy. That th s re.-ults arc d sirab le no on will di:pute. 
America is a nation of sport m n; we arc incurably athletic. 
And yet I think it i po ible to obtain ev n better re 'Ult 
than we do at present. Our athletic ystem is too pecializccl. 
Pick cl teams, e pecially in the larger in titutions, arc often com-
po ·eel of men obtained by outbidding oth r chools with cholar-
hips, and nominal duties for which th y r ccive ample pay. 
The porting editor of one of the I ading daily pap r aid re-
cently: "It is well known that the orthwe t colleges ar , at 
pre ent, imply outbidding one another in their de ire to get 
the best athletes. Money is u eel like water. It i a mystery 
where they get it, but they do." Mr. W. T. Fo ter ,ays: 
"While acting as a registrar of Bowdoin College I rec ivecl a I tter 
from a man asking how much we would guarantee to pay him for 
pitching on the college nine. I found out later that he had regis-
tered at one college, pitched a game for hi cla team, left his 
trunk at a second college awaiting their terms, and, finally, ac-
cepted the offer of a third college, where be played 'amateur' ba. e-
ball for four year before joining one of the big leagu professional 
teams." It is said that alumni often pay men to play on the college 
teams without the knowled.ge of the college authorities. 
These men, naturally, demoralize the rest of the student 
body. Unless he is a man of determination, a foot-ball player 
find, it extremely difficult to keep up with the class work. With 
so much time given to practice, he finds little opportunity for 
study when he is not too tired out to do his best work. In the 
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mad rush after athl tic material, :--chola.·tic d ficiencie are often 
overlook d, and any profe.-sor who do · not pa ·;-; a foot-ball 
player tber h ' layc himself op n to rritici.-m at the hand of the 
student body. Athletic men arc u ually given the highe t honors 
and the mo tr ·pon:ible po.:itions in coll g ; hence it is little won-
der that they ar \ oft n unable to meet the requirements of one or 
more of th · field..;. Thus w often :-:;ee a premium put upon 
men of little lit rary or chola:-;tic ability in an in'titution avowedly 
educational. 
The Atlantic Monthly <livid the conduction of athletics 
into two w II-defined cla ·se -athletic conducted for educational 
value, and athletic conducted for bu..in ,_ · purposes. The aim· 
of the former are (1) to develop all the students and faculty 
phy ·ically, and to maintain health; (2) to promote moderate 
recreation, in the pirit of joy, a· a preparation for tudy rather 
than as a ub titute for tucly; and (3) to form habit and incul-
cate ideal of right living. When athletic ' are conducted for 
bu ine s, the aim. ar (1) to win game -to <lrfeat another pcr:on, 
or group, being the chief end; (2) to make money-a· it is im-
po ·ible otherwise to carry on athletic as bu inc s; and (3) to 
attain individual or group fame and notoriety. It mu t be con-
fe ·cd that the number of college which employ the second 
method arc painfully in the majority. I wa once shocked by 
hearing a profe or give voice to these sentiments, but, since then, 
I have become convinced that h wa ' right. Athletics should be 
for the many, not for the few. 
The e team , e pecially in huger universities, do not truly 
reprc ent the student body. Even worse may be considered 
the case of mailer colleges who e teams are perfectly repre-
sentative, and legitimately obtained, but which abandon the 
physical well-being of the other 90 or 95 per cent. of the student 
body . To be perfectly practical and definite, let us come home . 
Richmond College has no gymnasium; the only form of phy ical 
training offered is trying for positions on the school team . But 
how many do this? Tho e who most need athletics are incom-
petent to play on the teams; many are indifferent, others are 
unwilling to display their lack of skill before their superior . A 
very few will go through with the drudgery of dumb-bell practice . 
This is excellent, but it does not suffice. 
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It i easy enough to pick flaws in the tabli, h d ord r of 
things, but it i not always o to find the ri<Tht olution of the 
problem. It take no genius, however, to di cov r that Richmond 
College need a gymna ium, without which it i impo ible to 
maintain the proper phy ical tatu . A gymna ium i open to 
all; it is systematic and cientific; it ha the benefit of good in-
truction, special care being given to tho e who mo t need it; it 
furni bes indoor sports for the winter tim , and, finally, it makes 
physical exerci e enjoyable. This method i , in the cn<l, the 
least expensive, for we annually spend thousands of dollar upon 
a few men who play exhibition games. 
In any case, however, a gymna ium hould precede the 
training of championship teams. We have put the cart before 
the horse; we have sought adverti ement and a de ire of display 
before the efficiency and w 11-being of the student body. The 
Independent, of November 29th, print a large picture of the 
recent Yale-Princeton game, when th Yale bowl wa filled 
with a multitude of spectators, and, beneath it, says, " ports may 
yield its busine s values, but never it educational value to those 
who merely watch the game ," and goes on to enumerate the 
evils of "grand-. tand athletics." Mr. William T. Foster, the 
President of Reed College, says, in regard to the recent building 
of a college stadium: "These graduates who contributed co tly 
concrete seats, to be used by the student uody in lieu of exercise, 
showed no concern over the fact that the college was worrying 
along with scientific laboratories inferior to those of the majority 
of modern high schools." 
The Richmond Times-Dispatch for November 29th says, 
"We Americans are in danger of losing the idea of sport as it 
exists in England. There all the students participate in athletics; 
here only a handful of stars. The students on the grand-stand 
know nothing of foot-ball except to cry 'Rah! rah! rah!' at critical 
moments of the game." 
The remedy for such a state of affairs is universal athletics. 
Participation in some form of athletics should be required; in some 
colleges it is necessary to obtain a degree. The last-named article 
points out that there should be a dozen foot-ball teams in every 
college. "The trouble, ' 1 it says, "is that it is so utterly aristo-
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cratic. If you bav n't 'Van,ity weight and tamina you are 
barred." But there are other forms of athletic , much le ex-
pen'ive, and in which all -tud nt may participate, each cboo'ing 
bis own fi ld. La t year Ile cl ollege adopted a policy of uni-
ver ·al athletic , all but .ix m n of the tudent and faculty parti-
cipating in some form of athl tic . There were contest in foot-
ball, ha e-ball, track, tenni , volley-ball, lnvket-ball, and other 
sport with an average co t of n..ieen cent to each tudent. 
The tendency of uch a y tern i to cau e greater re pect for the 
well-dev loped man, le for the mere athlete, and le · for the 
mere book-worm. 
In thi way athletic would not interrupt clru; work, but, on 
the other hand, would make better work pos ible by maintaining 
bodily efficiency. Thi program would dimini 'h the promiscuous 
st'arch aft r athletic material, irrespective of cholar-hip, and 
would put a pr mium upon efficiency; wherea the former policy 
wa training to win, or the neglect of everything el e. 
Many advocate the total di ·p using with athletic inter-
schola tic contest . uch a change, I think, i too radical. We 
should, hmvever, build up the frame-work from the bottom, not 
working clown from the top. Per onal efficiency should first be 
maintained, and the phy ical development of the mass of tudents 
a certained. Then only will we be in a proper position to uphold 
representative teams. 
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THE OCEAN. 
J. W. G., '18. 
0, I love the wild, fr e or an; 
Y cs, I love its ullen roar; 
n<l I love to hear the breaker ·, a. th y mock the crin ing. hor , 
'hanting boarely grim defiance-
'Till all time shall be no mor . 
0, I love the call to freedom, 
Out upon its bo om wide; 
Where the glory of th unset grc-ct, the glory of the tide, 
Blending hues of God's gr at plenclor-
That upon the heart abide. 
0, I love the storm that sweep it, 
AJ3 the ·ea-gull sweeps the sky; 
When the cloud , in eething motion, drink the billow up on 
high, 
With the winds aloft complaining-
While our ship doth westward fly. 
0, I love the fish that know her; 
Yes, I love them every one; 
Oft I've watched them on the ail-road, as they bask'd within 
the sun, 
Flashing scales of burnished grandeur 
That by Nereid looms were spun. 
0, I love the playful zephyrs 
That at vesper kiss her brow, 
Lulling wide-flung foam-crest rollers into gentle ripples now, 
That in slumber murmur softly, 
As they lap against the prow. 
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THE RECOGNITION. 
Edu:ard .J. Fox, 17. 
[IA.CH cot in a dozen or mor lon!!: row of ho ·pita! ·ots showed the pale face of a tortur cl uff rer. , everal bu y nnr e , dr ed in immaculat ly whit uniforms, 
moved noiLele. ly to and fro alon the narrow aisles, 
stopping here and there to take the temp ratur of , ome poor 
unfortunate, or to smooth away the wrinkle and . peak a cheering 
wor<l to those consciou enough to show recognition. ome of 
the invalids slept; others, wh rcver their condition permitted, 
chatted and talked, while till other , in terrible agony, moaned 
and groaned aloud. 
In a shaded corner a youth, with dark, curly hair, lay tossing 
upon his cot. At his i-ide sat his attendant, clad in th spotless 
uniform and wearing upon her arm and cap the insignia of the 
Red Cro. s Society. A high, burning fever con urned the youth's 
intellect, and in his mental wandering he continually mur-
mured to him.self. 
It seemed that once again he trod the foot-hills of his native 
Aquitaine Once more he was back among the vineyards and 
orange-groves of his homeland. He could hear the bees in the 
clover, and the birds singing in the tree-top or calling to each 
other across the meadow. The faint and delicate odor of clover 
blossoms and blooming flowers was borne to him on the gentle 
evening breeze. Life was sweet to him then, and he wa content 
to live there with his widowed mother in their simple, but happy, 
home. 
Then there passed through his fevered and confused mind 
the beginning of it all. How it was, at the beginning of his prepa-
rations for the year's harvest and the wine-press, there came, as 
startling as a clap of thunder from a clear sky, the ominous, dread-
ful drum-beat of war. The dark cloud of war rolled over his 
country, and settled on its future a fearful, ominous shadow, 
obscuring all in its terrible pall. 
For him the next few weeks were busy weeks, and days and 
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night.· were crowded into one a: he made hi pr paration to 
an.;w r hi: country'· call of di.'tr :s. Too :oon tber came the 
day of bi~ dcp rturc for the front. Th night before he left, 
dr ::-eel in hi. new uniform, and t pping with a firm military 
trencl, he took ngnin th wcll-b aten path over the hill and aero s 
an intervening m aclow to wh re hi. :Marie wa waiting for him 
at the garden gat . Once more h dr w her arm through bi , 
and led her down the garden path to the ru tic bench beneath 
the ·w t- cent cl ro arbor. In quiet ecstasy he eated him elf 
be.,idc her, and Ii tencd to her low, mu:,ical voice, which wa 
sw t r to hi cars than th music of a cool, babbling brook to a 
thir:ty, way-worn travel r. ...ilently they watched the full, red 
moon climb above the tree-top· of a di 'tnnt hill. Long they sat 
there, ba king in the moonbeam and in the light of each other's 
lov . All nature i:;eemed in harmony with their mood, and for 
a wbil they forgot the neames · of the time for hi d parture to 
the war. The garden flowers wcr in full bloom and the air 
wa. pungent with their odor. The crick t · chirped in the corner 
of the wall, nncl the katydid. began their call one to another, 
unheed d by the two under the ro e-vine . It was late ere he left 
her, and the moon bad already coYered a long lap in it nocturnal 
cour e ere he bade her good-bye. s he arose to go . he trembled 
slightly, and iu the yellow moonlight looked a trifle paler than 
wa her wont. He took her in hi arms and kis ed her, and in 
her ear he whi.-pered oftly, "Good-bye, my little Marie; iL won't 
lat long-and-I'll be with you again shortly, I must go now. 
God ble you, and keep you till I sec you again. Good-bye." 
When only a hort di. tance down the path he turned and 
looked back. The vision he saw there enchanted him. She 
clung to the vines of the rose-bush clambering over the gate 
where he had lcf t her, and she pre sed a full-blown blos om against 
her cheek. The rays of the harvest moon shone full upon her 
a he tood there draped in whit . Back of her the bou e and 
garden, with all its shrubbery and flowers, . tood out like the 
background of some wonderful production of a great master. 
She smiled faintly, and waved a tiny white handkerchief; be 
clicked his heels, and raised his hand in military salute, then 
proceeded on his way. 
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xt morning, wh n th un pc p d over the ea tern hill ·, 
he was already on th march. Dy hi. id w r many of hi boy-
hood companions, and together th y marched away, with pring-
ing t p and eager will 1 1 aving b hind gloomy, but proud and 
hopeful hearts. Their heart were almo t gay th y Ii ·tencd 
to the ong of the bird in the h dge , or watched th purple 
tr ak of dawn fade into the mellow ray of the golden unri c. 
By the road ide thou ands of tiny dewdrop gli t n d on the 
grru and refracted back the myriad ray of unlight o that they 
parkled and hlmmered like o many diamonds. But all of this 
wa oon forgotten on the march, and only cam back at tim a 
haunting memories. 
How terrible! oh, how terrible! were the day that fol-
lowed. He shuddered as be went into action and for th fir t 
time tasted the smoke of battle. He rem mber d aft rward 
how, when the order came to move again t th foe, hi heart auk 
within him, and bow b dreaded the thought of facing that long 
line of gleaming rifle barrels in front of him, and in who depths 
there lurked a thou and d ath . Then how, a they moved 
acros the bullet-swept field, hi fear turn d into eag mei-s, 
enthusiasm, and hate. Again he felt the pirit of a cha and the 
ardor of a huntsman. 
Later came weary weeks of watchful waiting, amid life in the 
trenches. They were days that tried men's souls, when soldiers 
were doomed to inaction and silent vigilance, under circum tanres 
to which hell would be near akin to heaven. Mud and water, 
red with human blood, filled the trenche half-way to the olclicrs' 
knees. Behind, in front, and on either side lay the dead bodies 
of horses and men, rotting in the sun. The awful tench of 
putrefying flesh and the nau eating odor of creosote battled for 
predominance over the men that were yet alive, and yet no one 
dared to move to alleviate such horrible conditions. Any sign 
whatsoever above the crude mud parapet would instantly call for 
a volley of bullets from the enemy The day were filled with 
hours of painful watching and inaction; the nights with the screech 
and whistle of shells through the air, and the ear-splitting con-
cussions of exploding bombs and belching artillery. The sky was 
made horrid by the heavy smoke and streaks of glaring fire. 
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One night there came an order. heavier cannonade than 
u ual wa kept up to cover their movement . Together the 
men, half-dead from inaction and cramp d position , and half 
crazed by the terrifying noi e and awful odor, crawled from their 
infe ted hole·, only to meet death at the top of the parapet. 
Painfully thi young man dragged bi mud-caked and stiffened 
limb above the mound in front of him, and rai ed himself upon 
his knee . 
ping! bullet era bed through hi body. 
"Oh, God! Catch me quick, Jean; they've got me! they've 
got me! ur e on their infernal head ! " he muttered. 
Frantically he clutched hi companion about the shoulders 
and fell back into bis arm . A sharp, burning pain in his right 
breast caus d him to move hi hand in that direction. His head 
swam, and all was da.rknes before his eyes. 
Pre ently hi eye opened again. He gazed uncertainly 
about him. ome one had caught him, and gently laid him on 
his back. His head wa pillowed on a lap, and some one was 
bending over him, trying to pour liquid down his throat. He 
looked up, and instantly his face became clouded with a puzzled 
expre~ ion. Then uddenly it lighted up, and a faint smile of 
recognition curled about bis lips and eyes. 
"Marie," he said. 
"Edward," she answered. "Do you feel better now? It 
seems that you have been dreaming." And she gently laid his head 
back upon the pillow. 
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THE NEGRO OF THE SOUTH. 
C. L. M., '18. 
(f ERE i alway interest in ketching the h rn.ct ri tic., peculiaritie , and probable de tiny of any rac of people. One bears, on every band, what might b th fat of 
certain European tate engag d in the gr at war; but 
to us the simple life, the future advancement, and ·triking weak-
nes es of the outhern negro i of exceedingly more int re t. 
The home life of the negro is upp rmo t in one' mind when 
he hears the African's name mentioned. He i born in the most 
adverse circumstances of any race of people in the Tnited tates. 
As to sanitation, he is the most filthy i as concerning moral , he 
is void of all rules of ethics; and, a to comfort hl place among 
our people leaves him often in want of the bare ncces ·ities of life. 
Such are his environment . On fir t thought they may appear 
to be somewhat overstrained, but in order to appreciate bis 
condition one has only to make hl acquaintance and hare his 
lot in life. We see, then, how hard work tare him in the face 
to the end of his sojourn on earth. As compared with the white 
man in low planes of life, the negro remains corrupt, and at the 
same time contented. 
The negro is fond of amusement. He i always happy 
when near music. Also is he delighted when furni bing enter-
tainment for others i in picking the banjo and in inging the 
Southern folk- ong be really is remarkable. The laborer of 
the South is fond of many games, and, furthermore, be take a 
keen delight in congregating (a trait which is likewi e noticed in 
blackbirds), and in pouring forth his idle magpie chatter. 
The nature of the Southern black man is one of indolence. 
He is rather fond of lying under the shade of an old apple tree, 
a watermelon by his side, free from all cares of to-morrow 
and future days. At all times he prefers idleness to work, 
which preference may be called one of the peculiar idiosyncrasies 
of the negro race. 
Next to the American Indian, he is the least responsible 
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per on in our country. If a man in busine hires a colored man 
to perform a day' work the employer is constantly on nettle , 
uncertain whether the work i being properly perform d. The 
man of affair · may have all his plan mad for important work 
on a certain day, and yet when the appointed day dawns may 
be entirely di~appoint d, because of the ab ence of ome of his 
negro help. Thi · i ' often the cru e during harve t time, when 
some of the farmer who have more money in their pocket than 
brains in their cranium offer the negro twenty-five cent more per 
day than other . foreover, if there i anything the ncgro hates to 
do it i to pay hi groc ry bill on time. After getting into a tore-
keep r' debt, he will even quit dealing with the merchant and 
pend bi daily wage el ewbere. The employer of negroe must 
be con. tautly in their company while they are performing their 
ta k. 
Although the former lave i endowed with uch an irre-
sponsible nature, yet i he a good liver. He will pend the full 
amount of bis wag for unday' provi ions, which extravagance 
may cause him to stand a warrant from the clothier for the clothes 
he wears on hi dark body. A barrel manufacturer once said, 
"One of my coopers ha a better variety of food on bis table 
day after day than a certain white man reputed to be worth 
150,000." 
But the negro of the South has made much progress. In 
education he is gradually raising the moral and intellectual stand-
ard of his race. In Dixie the negroe are the pos essors of twenty-
five standard colleges. lru tead of the slatted up school-house of 
twenty years ago, he is attending school in a building that com-
pares favorably with those which the white race have recently 
erected. It is a much disputed question among the white people 
whether or not education is a real benefit to the negro. From 
observation and experience, the technical training taught at 
Hampton, Va., and Tuskogee, Alabama, seems to be both logical 
and expedient for a better understanding between the white and 
black race . Anyway, the State of Texas is doing great work in 
negro education, and, in fact, leads all other Southern States. 
In politics the negro is at a disadvantage. In order to pro-
hibit negro suffrage as nearly as possible, in every Southern State 
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a clau e is in force in it Con titution which r nd r hi right 
to vote almo t void. Through education, h i · gradually helping 
him elf in the matter of suffrage. 
The negro i yearly growing more pro p rou . There are 
quite a large number of them in the outh who own their own 
farms and uten ils. In every city they own much de irable 
property, and of late they are beginning to realiz th tru value 
of money. 
In public life and social tancling the outhern negro i till 
behind his orthern brother, but ther have been I ader from the 
outh who have done much to improve th ir fellow . s an 
entertainer and as a u er of dialect, th typical outh rn darkey 
is ever in demand. The good darkcy imper onator i one of the 
most comical of pre ent-day comedian . The negro who is 
prominent in public affair is coming more and mor to realize 
the responsibility that r sts on hi shoulder , both to do well his 
pre ent task and to uplift bi kind. 
The negro is born in poverty, full of the de ire for phy ical 
enjoyments of life, with little thought of to-morrow . Y t, by 
mean of education, and that alone, can he b tter hi moral, 
physical, and political tanding, thereby ceasing to be mere 
"hewers of wood and drawers of water" for bis more favored 
brethren. 
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SONG OF THE OUTDOORS. 
C. Ditto Jay, '19. 
When I tire of the ._in and barn of the city-
• The monotonous grind and eternal trife-
Then I lip away to the free, op n country, 
And breathe again the breath of life. 
0, you folk who toil in the dreary citie , 
Have you heard the ~ong of naturE> ung? 
What do you know of the world God made-
The world God made when time was young? 
Come away from the narrow walls of your prison; 
Out in the open there's time to dream, 
Time to tudy the growing flower , 
Time to list to the rippling stream. 
You will learn to live in the sombre forests, 
And, a the years pass hurriedly by, 
Time will fashion that which is priceless-
A soul which will never die. 
You will look at the dawn with eyes of wonder, 
Then at the day with its brilliance untold, 
Then even-tide comes with its glorious sunset-
I ts blending of purple and gold. 
Night comes on, and day follows day. 
The years roll ilently by. 
What! You fain would search for treasure? 
Lift your eyes to the stars on high. 
And then, when the race of life is over, 
And the end of the long trail faintly gleams, 
Let there be no fear of the old Grim Reaper, 
For death only brings eternal dreams. 
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THE TRANSFORMED GHOST. 
J.1. L. ombs. 
mBO T five mil ~ from the littl town in which I was brought up there i · an old furm-hou · that ha: enjoyed, for the last thirty y ar:, the r putati n of b ing haunt d. It i · ·aid to be the abod of :upernatural b ing:, the 
pluc wher departed :oul vi:it and fright n th tardy trav 1 ·r. 
It i · a lar"'e hewn-log hou ·e, uch wa · commonly · l'U among 
the mountain. of Virginia in th •arly part of the nin tc nth 
century. It i , urrounrled by what wa~ once a ·tately tone 
fence, but which has fallen in ruins, ancl only partly nclo ·e. a pa-
ciou yard that is covered with a tangl<'<l mrua of uproot cl tree , 
vines, and untrimmPd ro. e-bushes. Thi yard extend' out to 
the road-side, the entrance to which i · marked by an ol<l rue ty 
iron gate, elevated on a tile about four feet above the l vel of 
the road. 
Thi is a three- tory -tructure, with a ball of large iz , leading 
to a broad stairca e, whil the room · are of appropriate climen-
ion . Everything around it b tol en decay and de. olation. 
The windows, in the ab ·ence of th gla, , have becomP mer black 
holes, resembling th hollow eye-sockets of a skull; not uncxprcs-
sive, but frowning and gha tly, giving a di ·agreeabl impres ion 
of utter emptine s and desolation within. These, along with 
the shattered moss-covered roof, the obscure chamber , and 
decaying wall , contra.ted with the white tomb-ston :; of the 
little family cemetery, not fifty yards away, altogether pre ent 
a picture which is revolting to the eye and melancholy to the 
mind. 
Th.is house wa built many years ago by one of the first 
citizens of the community, a man by the name of Fife. At bis 
death the estate fell into the hands of his only son, who was never 
married, but lived there alone for a half of a century. He finally 
disappeared and it is not known to thi day what became of 
him. After all hopes of finding his whereabouts had vanished, 
the next nearest relative, a cousin, was declared heir to the prop-
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erty. H r ntccl the fam1 to a family con isting of a man and hi 
wife, who had recently come into the neighborhood. They im-
mediat ly mov cl into the pr mi.-c , but only to remain a hort 
time, for th third night aft r their removal they left at 2 o'clock 
in th morning, and ran, half drr:-;:rd, to the nearc t neighbor' 
hou: ', declaring that they would not ·tuy there for all the wealth 
of Ru: II county. They ·aid they were cli.turbed by all kinds of 
unnatural noi.-c· ·. Tht> door: were continually slamming, and the 
cov r · were pull ·cl off their bed. b · im·i. ible bancls. They could 
hear voic . , arc ly audibl , in the adjoining apartments, and 
low, dismal groan· like the moaning of the "ind. Th neighbor-
hood caught up the .·tory, and the home hn remain d untenanted 
ever since. , everal pcr·on::; negotiated for the property, but, 
om how, alway· before the bargain was closed they heard ·ome 
neighbor t 11 that it. wa already occupied by phantom and gho·t 
that eem cl to keep vigil over the near-by graveyard. 
Last Au u ·t, when I returned to my old home town to pend 
my vacation, nfter having been away for .. everal years, I found 
that a a topic of conver ation the old Fife hou e was a - popular a 
ev •r. It eem · that a camping party, only a hort time befor 
this, ha.cl .ought shelter there, and had been routed in the micldle 
of the night by the mo t frightful ·ound conceivable .. 
Things were in this state when an incident look place o 
horrible in it· appearance that, had it been of longer dtU"ation, 
it would have driven one mad. It wa on the 13th of August, and 
on unday. I had been ome distance in the country, and ·was 
coming on back toward town late in the night. I uppo e it was 
11 o'clock before I tarted for home. I wa on horseback, a i 
generally the cu tom of the mountaine r to travel. It wa a 
cloudy night, threatening rain, and, con cquently, very dark. 
In fact, it grew o very dark I could not see to guide my horse, 
so I dropped the reins upon his neck and gave him his own way, for 
I could trust him thoroughly, as I had done that many times 
before. 
Just before reaching the old Fife house I began to reflect 
upon its hi tory, and especially upon the recent report of the 
campers. Gradually there came over me a very uncomfortable 
feeling. The loneliness of the situation caused my thoughts, in spite 
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of all my effort to divert them, constantly to plung into dark and 
ion ome b d ', wher a continual gloom brooded. It was in 
vain that I endeavored to c ntre my mu.ing ' upon th pl asant 
evening which I had ju t p nt, and th many happy venings 
the future promi ed. In en ibly, I yield d to the occult force 
that swayed me, and indulg d in gloomy ·peculation ·. All the 
ta! of the horrible which I had ever heard or r ad cam up before 
m . I recalled a number of Po 's tale , uch a "The Black Cat," 
"The Premature Burial," "The !ask of th Red ea.th," etc. 
Ju -t then I w arou ed from my reflections by a hrill whi tie, 
which sounded half human, yet it was accompanied by th mo t 
grue. ome echo. When I raised my eye I beh Id, again t the 
horizon, the outline of the top of the old bou · . At once there 
came over me the most awful chill which I have ever exp ri need. 
I di tinctly felt my hair rai e my hat. What mu t I do? I must 
pa ; there was no way around. I could feel that old orrel 
was shying at something which I could not ee. I could not da h 
by-it was too dark; consequently I again gave the rein to my 
hor e, and closed my eye , so a to avoid the ight of any horrible 
apparition that might appear. Then old orrel becam calm, 
and trudged slowly on. Ju t when I had time to Le oppo ite 
the old iron gate my horse suddenly stopped; then om thing 
jumped, as it eemed, from the stile, noisele ly, upon my horse 
behind me. The horse became frightened and started to run. 
And the next instant I felt what I thought were two bony bands 
encircling my waist, endeavoring, it seemed, to secure their grasp. 
With the suddeness of it all, and with my efforts to ke p myself 
in the saddle, I did not at first realize the terrors of my position. 
Shrouded in the most profound darkness, I could not even look 
over my shoulder to see the nature of the horrible creature. In 
fact, I did not care to, for I imagined a horrible thing peeping over 
my shoulder, with long teeth and skeleton form, grinning and 
gazing into my face. Occasionally I could feel what seemed to be 
its knees strike me in the sides, and could hear its feet dragging 
in the road. I gathered, from what I felt and heard, that this 
thing had legs not unlike the hind legs of a katydid, and that 
they were so long they were dragging the ground, while its knees 
were clasped at my sides. Now I realized, for the first time, the 
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awf ulne " of the situation. I wonder that my hair did not instant-
ly tum white. The id a of having, at the dead hour of mid-
night, in the mo.-t inten e darknei; , a breathing, panting ome-
thing, with arm firmly cla ped about one's wai 't ! Yes, it 
breathed. I felt it warm breath against my neck and cheek. 
It heart b at viol ntly. It had hand . They clutched me 
frantically. It truggled fiercely to keep it balance. There it 
was pr ' eel clo e up again t mo, yet I could not. ee it. 
I wonder that I did not fall from the horse. ome wonderful 
in tinct mu t have u tained me and given me uperbuman 
strength and coumge, for, in place of falling off, or giving up, I 
seemed to gain additional trengtb in thi moment of horror. I 
found it gra!;p about my wai t becoming firmer, and expected 
to be attacked every moment by long harp teeth, and a pair 
of inewy, agile hand., which I ima0 'incd were already delaying, 
only to find a uitable place to begin. 
I had no weapon with which to protect myself, except a 
mall pocket-knife. I drew it out, and, with great difficulty, 
opened it, and wa in the act of turning and stabbing my fellow 
pas. enger, as near the heart as I could locate it by it violent 
throbbing, which I could hear distinctly. But my courage failed, 
for I had heard of other instance of men being attacked by ome 
frightful creature, which wa visible, but no sooner did they 
attempt to assault it than it turned to blue moke, and their blows 
had no more effect than if they were attacking the wind. At 
this moment I remembered that only a short distance ahead was 
Ward's witch. I decided there was nothing to do but to rush 
on to the Switch; then, having first seen what my midnight com-
panion was like, I could call on the night agent for assistance, if 
necessary. 
Just then the girth to the saddle broke, and, almost before 
I knew it, I struck the ground flat on my back, with the saddle 
and the rear rider on top. I remember having shrieked with 
terror. But the thing that shocked me even more than the 
fall was a sweet, but excited, voice, that called out, "Oh, Ed, are 
you hurt?" 
A thousand thoughts ran through my brain in a second. I 
scarcely believed my ears. I wondered if this was not, after all, 
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only a t rribl dr am. I wa dumb-founded, I could not . p ak, 
but made out to t on my fc t and r I • my. If from the n-
tanglcd debris .·addle, blank t, and gho ·t. By that tim the 
gho t had truck a match, and there l ·tood gazing into th face 
of the lovclic t girl I ev r aw. But h didn't look like a natural 
girl. h<' wa. pale a. death, and wrapped in a r d blank t. 
be gaz d at m he b came ru motionles a a ~tatue, but, at th 
charred stump of the match fell to the ground, and left us again 
in utter darkne ·, he xclaim d, "Oh, what hav I don ? Who 
are-oh, please tell m , who ar ? " I could t 11 that . h had 
hur t into tear., but he continu d, "Where is Ed, and why di<l 
be treat me like thi ? " 
By that time I had regained myi:,elf. o as to be ab! to sp ak. 
"Who arc you," I aid, "and what i your di tres ? Who i Ed? 
A to m , my name i Jim Lef r." This bad given b r time to 
re tore the light with an w matrh. 
Dropping it, he ru, hed toward me, with both handJ x-
tended. "Can thi be Jim?" , he aid. "Thi i Betty forphy. 
You know me." 
Of course I had known Betty. We had gone to the same 
di trict school. 
"I am glad to see you again, Betty, and that i a great deal to 
say, for you have simply scared me to death. ow let u walk 
on to the witch, and, in the meantime, t 11 me what you arc doing 
out at thi s late hour, and how you cam to ride with me." 
"Well, it i this way," he said, in a sup pres. ed tone. "You 
know w have been trying to get away for a long time, but-" 
"Who?" I said. 
"Why, Edward and I. You know Ed Hale. Father doesn't 
like Ed, and be doesn't want m to marry him, becau e-well, 
I just don't know exactly why. But Ed said we would go to 
Bristol and get married, and then move to hi father's ranch in 
New Mexico. Father got a hint of it somehow, and ha. guarded 
me very closely. He has even kept most of my clothes locked 
up, all except those that I wear around home. But did we care 
for clothes? We appointed to-night as the time for the elope-
ment. We were to meet at this old house at 12 o'clock, as they 
would least suspect me of going to that place if they should miss 
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me at horn . I w:L not afraid; I wa · too much excit d to think 
of gho ·t . I thou ht it would be a little cool, and, a· I harl no 
coat, I decid cl I would w ar a blank t from my bed. o here 
it i ." {Then I knew that it w ::< a blanket dragging in the road 
that I thought w re the leg· of my unwelcom rider.) "We 
exp cte<l to catch the ).fomphis , pccial at Abin~don, at ~ o'clock. 
h, I wonder what c uld hav happen d to him'!" 
bile he ,va::; relating the story she :-eem •d to forget Ed, 
at lea t for a minut . But, a.' 'he thought of him, I could see 
that it truck t rror to her , oul. 
"But you haven't fini bed," I aid. "Go on, and tell me why 
you wi. bed to ride with me." 
"I didn't want to rid with you," he . aid, sharply. "\Yhen 
you came along, riding at uch a low pace, and near the old tile, 
and, too, your hor. e topped a if you meant for me to mount, I 
naturally thought it wa Ed, and that he di<ln t peak because 
he was afraid . ome one would follow me. Consequently I did 
not . peak either. Yet I thought he seemed mightily excited, 
and ,,.,a running hi , hor e more than wa. nece::isary." 
Ju t then we reached the little tation house. I threw the 
bridle rein over a fence-po t, and, after taking Betty to the 
waiting room, ru bed into the office to a k the agent, whom I 
knew, what I should do. Just as I bad begun to relate the affair 
to the agent, Rome one thrust hi· head in at the window of the 
office, and call d out: 'Bill, wire that special not to. top at Ahing-
don. It's all up with me. I uppo e old quire Mmphy must 
have intercepted my plan . he didn't how up, but I'll get her 
) t. He can't keep h r lock cl up all the time." 
Just then, however, she did show up. And after we bad 
explained the mi. tak to Ed, they secured my horse and hurried 
on to catch the pecial. 
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IMMIGRATION AND THE LITERARY TEST. 
R. H. Abrams, '17. 
DM IIGRATlOJ. is by no mean a. recent que tion. The problem has confronted our country, in one form or another, since almo t the beginnings of the nation. But it asp cts continually change. The problem i ever new, and 
what might be offered as a solution one year would be rejected 
the next. Tbe time ha come wh n a proper means of regulating 
immigration bould be effected. Our American in titutions need 
better protection if they are to give the large t po sible service to 
humanity. What measures hould be used to further re trict 
this tide if we believe it .hould be thus dimini bed? A literary 
test bill ha been passed by three different essions of Congre , 
and each time has been vetoed by the President. Are the objec-
tions to a bill of this kind ha ed upon sound judgment, or have 
we to seek another method of limiting the number who come 
to seek homes in America? 
Taking into account two important phases of this problcm-
namely, the industrial and social-we can determine more exactly 
the nature of the question and the answer. Space will only 
permit a consideration of European emigrants to our land. 
Undoubtedly, the vast majority of the immigrants who come 
over do so in order to better thefr material condition. In a recent 
investigation of the Lawrence strike it was found that the work-
ingmen had decided to emigrate from their native land because of 
the enticing stories which had been circulated in regard to the 
ease with which money could be earned in America. They 
swore that they were induced to come over here by flaming pictures 
and posters, which showed the common American laborer return-
ing home "'ith a bag of gold slung over hi.s shoulder. These 
people expected to find our land "flowing with milk and honey," 
and, when they had had their "fill, " to carry back with them their 
wealth, and then live in ease. 
It is aclmitted that not all come over here for such reasons. 
However, those who do not want to become American citizens-
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in fact, cannot appreciate our institution or form of government, 
having b en brought up under a monarchy-have for their one 
aim in life the de. ire to gather money, and, in many ca es, go back 
to the old home. Many do go, carrying with them thousands 
of dollar each y ar, whirh, otherwise, would have been in circu-
lation in America. 
The trouble lies with the people themselves. Formerly our 
immigrant came from northern and northwe tern Europe-the 
French, Germans, Dutch, and Iri h. But the tide has changed, 
and to-day O per cent. come from southern Europe or we tern 
Asia-the lavs, Poles, and Italians. The former are of a de irable 
sort, but the latter are, to ay the least, decidedly of the ultra-
undesirable type. 
The claim is made that the e immigrants are cheap labor. 
Yet, de pite the fact that they will work for small pay, and under 
conditions which the American laborer would not, they are ex-
pensive cheap labor. They are in uch ignorance of all the laws 
of health that they do not know really how to take care of them-
selve . Out. of forty cases of lead poisoning, thirty-eight were 
men of foreign birth, and twenty were immigrants from eastern 
Europe. These laborers would not wash themselves, either 
through ignorance, habit, or neglect, and, consequently, the 1ead 
became absorbed into their systems. 
In many instances the companies care for and supervise 
their employee exactly as fathers do little children. In towns 
like those of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, Anno Dosch 
states that "the children go to company schools, they are bap-
tized in a church built by the company, and by ministers largely 
supported by the company; they are kept clean by company 
nurses, they grow up to live in the company house, work for 
the company, and get their social life in club-houses built by the 
company." I might add that they al o die for the company. 
Obviously, these conditions will never tend to encourage inde-
pendence among foreigners, and they will not become true citizens 
of our republic and democracy. 
A large porportion of our labor troubles are caused by this 
element. Take, for instance, the great strikes in Lawrence and 
Pittsburg. There may have been just cause for the strikes, but 
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there wa no excu e for the riots that followed. And to add to 
thi , foreigner are frequently utilized a 'trike-breakers. In 
1 0 there was a strike in the coal fields of I(ansa , and the fir t 
immigrant from Italy were brought into the fi Id a trike-
breaker . In 1904 the meat packing trike at Chicago was 
broken with train-load of negroe , Italian , and Gr cks. These 
are but a couple of instance where the e immigrants were practi-
cally the ruin of our American working men. The l bor union, 
under the e conditions, is almo t powcrle . The lav will work 
for uch small pay that he can force the native· out, and, in many 
cases, American miner getting S2.7."i a day are thrown out without 
a trike, and their places filled by a train-load of raw Italians, 
who are put to work for $1.50 to ,.2.00 a day. 
There has been much agitation of late in regard to the high 
cost of living. Committee have been appointed to investigate 
this problem, and, though they have di agreed on many points, 
they all agree that it inten ity is increa ed by the pre ence of 
the foreign element. Between 1900 and HH0, although the 
population grew 21 per cent., the output of crop increa.sed only 
9 per cent. There ha been a general upheaval in price., but the 
price of farm produce ha. risen much faster and farther than the 
price of other commo<li.ties. This is what has made the cost of 
living as high as it is. Among us to-day there is one American 
white farmer for fourteen American whites, one Scandinavian 
farmer for eight Scandinavian. , one German for eleven Germans, 
one Tri h for forty Irish, but-it takes one hundred and thirty 
Poles, Hungarian , or Italians in this country to furnish one 
farmer. And the result? They fail to furnish their share of food 
products, and, hy lumping around the industrial centres as they 
do, the balance between field and mill is destroyed. 
It is claimed that we cannot possibly get along without the 
foreigner. "If it wasn't for our Slavs," say the superintendents 
of the Mesara Mines, we couldn't get out this ore, and Pittsburg 
would be smokeless. You can't get an American to work here 
unless he runs a locomotive or a steam shovel. Somehow, Ameri-
cans nowadays aren't any good for hard or dirty work." 
The truth of the matter is the American laborer has some 
self respect. He will not be despised, as the foreigner is, and will 
' 
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not allow him. elf to be ela ed with people who live in hovels and 
are inclcc nt in every way. If the supply of Slavs were cut off 
·tandard of American labor would rise, and Americans would come 
into our indu trie . Germany's industrie are carried on by 
German I Britain's manned by Britons, and there is no reason 
why American. cannot handle ours. 
Clo ely akin to the indu trial side i the ocial aspect. What 
is the influence thi ' great mass of people have on our social life 
and institutions? 
In the fir~t place, over 40 per cent. of our foreign-born popu-
lation are illiterate, which means that at the la t censu there were 
over two million uch illiterates in the United States. The ratio 
is steadily increasing, while the number of native-born illiterates 
is rapidly diruini hing. illiteracy gives rise to other evils. These 
people are the oil in which yellow journali m takes root and grows. 
Yellow journali m will not thrive everywhere. The glaring head-
lines in colored ink appeal to the ignorant and emotional foreign-
ers as pictures to little children. This decidedly affects the entire 
community, and thus lowers our ideals. 
Crime is bred and .flourishe in ignorance. It has long been 
a tacit fact that much of the crime committed-at least in eastern 
America-is traceable to the hands of immigrants. A few years ago 
there were seventy Italian murders in New York between January 
1st and August 1st. This was twice the whole homicide rate of 
all England. 
We can account for these fact, in a number of ways, but, 
undoubtedly, the drink habit is the cause of a high percentage of 
such evils. A visiting nurse, who has worked for seven years in 
the stockyards district of Chicago, states that of late the drink 
habit is taking hold of even foreign-born women at a remarkab le 
rate . In the Range towns of Minnesota there are 356 saloons, 
of which 81 are run by native-horn and the rest chiefly by immi-
grants. Into a Pennsylvania coal town of 1,800 people, mostly 
foreign born, are shipped each week a car-load of beer and a barre l 
of whiskey. No wonder prohibition is being held back and 
withstood. It is to such influences as this that we can attribute 
the low morals and degredation of society in these sections of the 
country . 
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And then follows another evil-that of in anity. For<'ign 
born, urpri ing a · it may <'m, are mor<' ·ubj ct to in. anity than 
native born, and, when in ane, are more lik ly to becom public 
charge . The Tew York tate Ho pita! ommi ion declare 
that "the fr quency of insanity in our for ign-born population i 
2.19 time gr ater than of native born." Jew York tat very 
y ar car s for 15,000 foreign-born in ane, at a co t of thre and 
one-half millions of dollar , and, a. Dr. Ro. s declare , "the tat ' 
ad ha.rv t of demented immigrant during the inglc year of 
1911 will co t eight million dollar b fore they die or are di·-
charged. Thi i omc off t to he made from the profit drawn 
from the immigrants by the tran portation compani , land-
lords, real estat men, employer , contractors, brewer , and liquor 
dealer of the tat , and then, be ide. , there i the co t of pa.up r 
and the law-breaker of foreign origin." 
We now should have omewhat of an idea or conception of 
the evils of immigration, at lea t in relation to the e two field .. 
The question now confronts us, "Well, what are you going to do 
about it?" A true solution will keep out unde irable , and 
admit only those who will be a benefit to the country at large. 
We have seen how a thread of ignorance ran through a large 
proportion of the evil a cribed to immigration. Can we saf ly 
say that the removal of this clas will be like the philo opher's 
stone, which would change baser metals into gold, or, as applied 
here, evolve evil from good? ls merely being able to read and 
write a true sign of anything at all? Y cs, I think so. If one ha 
real ambition in life, he will, in ninety-nine ca es out of a hundred, 
learn the fundamental things. Reading and writing are absolute 
essentials to an indep ndent and useful life in modern society. 
These attributes do not indicate a man's morals, or, in every case, 
his general worth, but they go a long way in the right direction. 
No test can keep out all undesirables. The present law has fail d, 
according to the report of Superintendent Daniel J. l{aefe on 
Ellis Island affairs in 1913, and it is high time something was done. 
The literary test does not claim to be a panacea for all ills, 
but it is the best test yet proposed. The less desirable immi-
grants-Poles, Slavs, Italians, and the like-come from countries 
of greatest illiteracy. Theoretically, we could not exclude them 
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as a clru· , but, by making th m undergo this te t, practically 
a lar c part would be prohibited from landing. 
In view of the pre,;ent war in Europe, ome have assumed 
that immigration will cca c. But, although a countlc number 
may be killed off, and the work of reconstruction consume the 
labor of mn_ny, y t the oppressive taxes which will inevitably re ult 
are bound to fore many to leave their native land and eek 
ref ugc in Am rica. 
cverthclc , ·cntimcntali m bould not uffice for ound 
sen e and keen fore ·ight. Be it remembered that America i no 
charity institution, wh re others may come and get what they 
want. We have already had too much of that. Tho e who come 
to live in thi country should be a benefit to all that i American, 
and be willing to enter into the pirit of our government. "The 
music of the ma ter , the play of Ibsen, the poetry of Ro land 
and Hauptman were not brought to us by way of Ellis I land." 
We owe it a· a duty to all humanity to further re trict 
immigration here. literary te t-combined, of cour e, with the 
phy ical, and, a far a po ible, the moral- hould be applied to 
the overwhelming flood which is continually piling up at our gates. 
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THE TWO SPRINGS. 
L. 
From the un to the un, from th morn to the night, 
' r the wide-rolling prairie , o arid and white, 
Tunere the weep of the "'ind and the blast of the torm 
Roll over the wave of the prairie grw· tom, 
eek to neck, breast to bre t, two rider rod on. 
Their hor s were flecked with the glitter of foam; 
Their back ached with ricling, their head ached with heat, 
And they listened, half daz d, to the clatter of feet. 
Ride away, ride away! ince the break of the day 
We have ta ted no food, we have known nod lay; 
Our water i gone, we peri h with thirst, 
We stagger and reel, a our foreheads would bur t. 
Lip . wollen and red with the blistering heat, 
Eyes bloodshot and sunken with fearful retreat, 
Limb swollen with pain, throat cracked with the du t, 
And the jar of the steed like a catapult's thru t. 
o they rode neck to neck in the heat of the day; 
Soon their hor es would drop-there's no time for delay. 
Find some water, some shade, or lie down on the plain, 
Lie down with a sigh, ne'er to rise up again. 
Ride away, ride away! soon will vanish this day. 
Will you quit? Will you die? Nay, struggle, I pray! 
There is hope while there's life; 'tis not time for de pair . 
One more mile ! See the spring ! In the distance ! Right 
there! 
So they rode for the blue, where it hung like a haze, 
But it faded away from their anguishing gaze; 
'Twas a fake-a mirage; 'twas a lake in the air ; 
'Twas a taunt to the heart that was torn with despair. 
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o they rode idly on through the cchole ' air, 
Rode ·wiftly or low-why worry, why care? 
Then th y dropp d to the plain, black and wollen with pain, 
And lay where they dropped-why ri ·e up again? 
List away, list away! 'Ti the patter of spray, 
'Ti a trickle of water-I bear it, I ayl 
o h prnng to hi feet, till defying defeat, 
And he ru bed to the pot where the two boulders meet. 
And there from the rock, looking cryt>taline pure, 
The water run soft, like a plea ed kitten's purr. 
Through a basin of and that was white a fresh snows, 
The water plays gently a tune a it goes. 
Mad with thir t, be falls down with his lip to the pool, 
And he gulps down the water, refreshing and cool; 
Then he tarts with a brick, with his hand to hi throat, 
While his eye well to bur ting, bi blackened cheeks bloat. 
He i dying with poi on, bi comrade bas seen; 
'Ti ace -pool of hell! Lo, the color i green! 
Then he lay. down the form that is tiffencd and still, 
And he turn from the pring to the bli tering hill. 
He feels hi mind inking, reason leaving her throne; 
His comrade is dead, he is left all alone. 
So be climb up the hill, while he till has control 
Of his body and mind-of his body and soul. 
And there 'neath a rock, overhanging and cool, 
Another stream murmur , o tempting a pool. 
He stoops, with de pair in his eye and bis heart; 
With his lips to the surface, be forced them apart. 
And the cool, soothing water followed noiseless and pure; 
No arsenic in this! It was clear, be was sure! 
So he drank to his fill, and he bathed his hot flesh, 
And he led up his horse to the pool that was fresh. 
Not so sparkling, nor tranquil, this second stream seemed, 
And its waters were dark, where the other had gleamed; 
But 'twas pure and 'twas cool, and it saved him from death, 
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It r tored him to trength with it life-giving breath. 
o be set up a ign, with it finger of wood, 
And they pointed the lo t to the pring that w good; 
But he left the parched form of his comrade to warn 
The foot-weary man, with hi pirit thi t-torn. 
Ride away, ride away! at the break of the day; 
have thir ted and drunk-we have parted the way. 
One stand a a warning to point to the grav , 
While one plant a ign-po t th wanderer to save. 
Jeck to neck rode two boy o'er the d ert of -in; 
They staggered and reeled with the burd n within. 
The tempter was ·ly- -the mirage of deceit 
Was laid for the careles to capture his f et. 
One followed the glitter of plea ure and prid 
He smoked and he wore, he drank, and-b~ied! 
The ar enic of in had poi on d his ouJ, 
And bis bloated form lies by the death-dealing hole. 
Oh, the live that are wrecked and the heart-rending sighs 
By the youth that learned ways that se med " mart" to his 
eyes! 
Sure the wage of sin is but d ath, dark and fell, 
And 'tis paid with a will from the coffers of bell! 
The other, though flushed with the beat of the race, 
Refused to be tempted, refused the di grace! 
He would die with the thirst 'er he'd drink from the spring, 
He'd play the game right, whatever the sting . 
So he suffered awhile the scorns of the crowd, 
Then they honored him more for bis stand; they were proud 
That one in their midst would not yield to the call 
That led to the sin that preceded the fall. 
Ride away, ride away! my friend, while 'tis day; 
Remember the spring that is pure by the way. 
Remember the sign that will rescue a horde--
Remember to lead the strayed man to the Lord! 
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A COMPARISON OF THE ELIZABETHAN 
AND PSEUDO-CLASSIC DRAMA . 
Louise Reams, '15. 
D,. T order to under:,tand and appreciate fully the differences found in a compari ·on of the ElizaLethan and pseudo-clas ic drama, as revealed by hakespeare and Dryden, it i first nece ary to know ome of the differences in the 
time in which the e men wrote. 
P rhaw the mo t characteristic feature of the Elizabethan 
age was it religiou tolerance. It wa in thi period that the 
national government had realized its independence. It had also 
conquered and nationalized it church, and, a a re ult, we find 
England at peace at home and abroad. Since the i land was now 
free from internal ·trife, much more time could be given to ex-
pan ion and growth in all directions. 
It was now that England wa entering on her part in the 
struggle of Europe for thP dominion of the undiscovered worlds. 
uch men a Drake, Gilbert, and Raleigh figure largely in this 
period. The accompli hments of these men compelled England 
to have a broader outlook; he had to con ider America now, as 
well as pain and France. 
Through the discovery of the new world, the minds of the 
English people could do nothing but expand. It naturally 
followed that the old ways of thinking were being broken up by 
the development of the century. The whole English atmosphere 
was one of adventure, discovery, and speculation. The revela-
lat.ions made by the explorers caused the people to dream, and 
an adventurous spirit crept in. This spirit of experiment, enthu -
siasm, and spontaneity was just the thing to in pire lyric ver e, 
and to this is due, perhaps, the wonderful development of the 
drama of this age. 
In the later days of Elizabeth's reign there existed in London an 
intelligent and wealthy, but non-reading class. They were eager 
for new things and intellectual excitement, and they sought, 
especially, contentment and pleasure. The stage had to meet 
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this demand. It wa not the imple life and thin commonplace 
that could furru h the upply. As a result, the tone and pirit 
of the drama r fleeted and reproduced the London lif ; but tbi 
was not all-the drama attempted to put befor the public th 
big national hi torical question . Thi w done, of course, in 
the form of the Henry' , I{ing .John, and Richard III. 
ince we are dealing with the history of this period, as well a 
it literature, we cannot omit one of the biggest cri e through 
which the Engli h drama bad to pass- th t of Purituni m. 
Just at the close of the Tudor period the Puritans attempted 
to cleanse and elevate the life and moral tone of their ag . Their 
bittere t attacks were directed against the stage. Th y did not 
attempt to reform the tage; what they wanted to do wa to anni-
hilate it. Such treati cs as "'Ihe Player's , courge," "A hort 
Treati e of Stage Plays" were ent to the Crown, asking that the 
stage productions be considered unlawful. The e, evidently, were 
effective, for on September 2, 1642, the Lords of the Commons 
published the following onlinanc : "While the e sad courses and 
set time of humiliation do continue, public stage plays shall cease 
and be forborne." 
Pas ing from the stage and the tim of Shake peare to that 
of Dryden, it almo t seems that we are entering another world. 
We find Dryden under an entirely different influence-it was that 
of the court; and, as the court of Dryden's time furru heel the 
playwright's daily bread, it was to the court he had to cater. It 
is true that there is evidence enough to prove that not even Shake-
speare wa incliff erent to the good opiruon of Elizabeth and James, 
but neither of these rulers patronized the drama sufficiently to he 
the drama's legislator. It was very different with Charles II. 
As a matter of fact, the court of Charles II. exerted a greater 
influence on the drama than any court before or since, but the 
influence was mainly toward social and political immorality. 
The dramatists, of course, were forced to cater to the amusement 
and taste of the King and bis favorites. 
Since this period follows up directly the Puritan revolution, 
it produced no great literature. It was a period of political strife 
and religious outbursts, and much of the literature reflected this 
spirit. Dryden drew most of his material from the religious 
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controver ie of hi day. "The pani h Friar" is a atire on the 
religion of th tun , and reveal the hypocri y of the church officials. 
The dramatic author of the Re. toration period di pen ed 
altogether with the national hi torical drama. Tragedy was also 
fast p ing away. The writ r of the drama were intere ted 
particularly in inv ntina ing nious plot and ituation , rather 
than dipping into character analy is. They imply played around 
on the ·urface. We notice particularly that the play reflect the 
life of the tun ' . W get a glimpse of the London drawing-room, 
with pink and white toy women, powdered hair, patches, rouge, 
and lap dog. 
Fancy and imagination have di appeared, and real emotion is 
entirely a thing of the past. People of thi period felt that it was 
decidedly bad ta te to show one's feeling on any ubject. 
Naturally, the Elizahethan drama would not appeal to this age. 
A fair example of the pirit in which the ociety of the Re to-
ration age regarded the drama may be found in Pepy' Diary. 
He thought" Iacbeth" '' a pretty good play," and a "mo t excellent 
play for variety." With "Hamlet" he was "mightily plea ed." 
On th other hand, he considered "A 1:id ummer ight's Dream" 
the mo t in ipid, ridiculou play that he ever aw in his life. 
Dryden compares the quarrel between Brutus and Cassius to 
"a tryal of kill in huffing and swaggering between two drunken 
Hectors for a two-penny reckoning." He also condemns the 
story of "Othello" as "a senseless, trifling tale." 
With the foregoing as a background, which is intended to show 
the atmo phere in which the Elizabethan dramatists and those of 
the Restoration worked, let u now consider a play from each 
period, and find the differences in the treatment. 
In Dryden's "All For Love" we have a play with the usual 
five acts, and no sub-division into scenes. The entire setting is in 
Alexandria, at the Temple of Isis, and the time the play covers is 
only one day. Another unportant fact to be noticed is that 
Drydeu does not u e many characters, and he does not allow more 
than eight on the stage at one time. (This occurs in Act III.) 
This play accords perfectly with the "unities," which were in-
fluencing so greatly the writings of the time. 
In Shakespeare's "Antony and Cleopatra" there are also 
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five act I but in each act th re ar , everal cen . In Act . there 
ar fift en cene . The etting i con tantly bifting fr m Rome 
to Alexandria, Athens, and then to yria. n cene take: place 
on board a hip. Thi fact alon makes it practically impo sible 
to tage this play. Then, too, the time" Antony and Cleopatra" 
cover i about twelve year . bake pear her I a in all of his 
drama , utilizes many character , and allow thirte n or fourteen 
of the principal character ' on the tag at the same time, to ay 
nothing of the attendant . (Thi occur in Act V., c ne 2.) 
A to the characters, we find that Dryden draw Antony 
with a great deal of kill. He bow., ju t as hake p are doe , the 
power which passion is capable of acquiring over a bwnan being. 
It would have been impo ihle for a gr ater genius than Dryden 
to have done justice to hi ubject within the confine pre cribed 
by the classical drama. However, Dryden's Antony lacks 
elevation. We do not pity him during his fall-the feeling is one 
of contempt. This is due to the fact that Dryden' Cleopatra 
is stupid and unintere ting a compared with hak peare's. 
hake peare created a Cleopatra so wondrous and fa cinating 
that we do not blame Antony for being the slave of uch a pell-
binder. Dryden' Cleopatra lacks this character, which none 
but bakespeare could have given, and even he could not have 
given it if he had forced himself to observe the unitie . The 
method of Shakespeare's Cleopatra to hold Antony i brought 
out in a conversation with her maids: "If you find him sad, say 
I am dancing; if in mirth, report I am sudden sick." Thi philoso-
phy of Cleopatra's calls forth the following from Antony, "She 
is cunning past man's thought." We can't imagine Dryden's 
Cleopatra ever attempting to cross Antony. he is too prone 
to assume the open-arm attitude. 
Shake peare's power of characterization is at its h -ight in 
"Antony and Cleopatra," and it is brought out by what the 
characters do. Dryden is unable to reveal character by action. 
Re tells us everything about his characters, and leaves absolutely 
nothing to the imagination. It naturally follows that Dryden 
could not be capable of a subtle description. Take, for example, 
the description of Cleopatra in her barge. This is treated by both 
Dryden and Shakespeare. 
--
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Dryden .ays: 
" * * * he, another. ea-born Yenu , lay, 
be lay, ancl leant her cheek upon her hand, 
And ca ta look. o languishingly weet 
if, ecure of all beholder ' heart , 
eglecting, he could take 'em, * * * " etc. 
Dryden gives u a wonderful piece of poetry, but he tell it 
all-he leave no room for fancy. Compare it with hakespeare's; 
he dare not even attempt a de cription of the Egyptian, but very 
tactfully sar, " he beggar all description." He give the 
reader' imagination full range. 
In "Antony and leopatra" we have genuine emotion all 
the way through. The love cene are killfully handled, while 
in "All For Love" it i decidedly overdone, and eems very un-
real. Again, in "Antony and Cleopatra" there is a touch of 
pa tho throughout the play. The reader is never sure that 
Cleopatra care for Antony, nor can it be decided that he kills 
herself for love of him or from fear of Cresar. We are forced to 
believe the worse from the following: 
Antony ays: "I am dying, Egypt, dying; only I here im-
portune death awhile, until of many thousand kisses the poor last 
I lay upon thy lips." 
Cleopatra replies: "I dare not, dear, dear, my lord, pardon; 
I dare not, lest I be taken; not the imperious show of the full-
fortuned Cre ar ever shall be brooched with me." 
The reader has no occasion to sympathize with Dryden's 
Antony and Cleopatra. They are depicted as a very love-
sick couple. There is, however, the element of pathos of the truest 
kind in "All For Love," when Octavia brings the children and 
speaks to Antony. "Look on these. Are they not yours? Or 
stand they there neglected as they are mine? Go to him, children, 
go. Kneel to him, take him by the hand-~peak * * *." 
Garnett says, '' This is the only instance of genuine pathos through-
out the entire range of Dryden's writings." 
From this comparison· we arrive at, perhaps, the chief 
difference in the drama of these two ages. If it could be expressed 
in one word, it would reveal Shakespeare's greatest contribution 
to drama, and it would be the same as that which expresses his 
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upreme gift a a dramatist-that i , characterization. He drew 
characters from almo t every type of humanity which would 
furni h fit subject for tragedy or comedy. 
Dr. Alfonzo mith has said, "If literatur should do anything, 
it houl<l teach men and women what other men and women are 
like." 'hake peare ha done thi . A Garnett put it, "he 
made the drama a mirror of per onality.'' From r ading his 
play , we feel that we've become acquainted with real, live people. 
Hamlet, Lady Macbeth, Ro alind, and perhap Othello, are 
characters that stand out in our memorie as people we have 
actually known, and it eem almo t impo ible to b lieve that 
they are merely creation of fiction. 
Now, turning to the works of the Restoration period, we 
find that there are no typical characters that stand out a hakc-
speare's do. There are a few types which we might like very 
much, or dislike utterly, yet they never eem like human beings, 
as do the portraits that Shakespeare gives us. Dominick, in " The 
panish Friar," is exceedingly amusing, but be i more farcical 
than a truly comic character. As compared with Shake peare' , 
these characters seem more like caricatures. In this period we 
find on the stage only unreality where "Juliet had hlos ome<l 
like a flower of spring, and where Othello's noble nature had 
suffered and sinned." 
Perhaps it v:ould not be fair to the classical period to pass 
over, altogether, Thomas Otway, who gave us a drama more 
typical of the Shakespearean age than of his own. " Venice 
Preserved" bas been classed as one of the dramas of this age 
which maintained the Elizabethan traditions . This is manifest 
in the general structure, the large number of actors, the changing 
scenes, the gross comedy, the abundance of incidents, the terrors, 
the ghosts, and, also, madness. We also see a portrayal of char-
acter contrast . This is brought out in the struggle of the generous 
Jaffeir, under the conflicting influence of his wife. The e sentials 
of a great Shakespearean tragedy are in this drama. Like Shake-
speare, he has rlrawn genuine women, the most prominent of whom 
is Belvidere, who gave herself wholly to the man she loved. Again, 
like Shakespeare, he made use of the crude sentiment of human 
baseness by introducing into this very painful tragedy an obscene 
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caricature, an old enator, who toop from his official position 
to play the clown in hi mi trc ' home. 
With the exception of Otway' work , the Restoration age 
give to the world of literature principally atirical works on 
the r ligiou beliefs anrl the political opinions of the time . It 
is a literature which reveal no emotion, but one which lays all 
emphasi on perfection in form and structure. It ha al o been 
noted that the writer of thi period are incapable of characteriza-
tion. They draw no di tinct lines between good and bad. Evil 
i allowed to triumph, and poetic ju tice is ignored. 
Now, from the works of hake peare it cannot be deter-
min d what hi religion was, or whether or not he held definite 
political opinions. One thing i very evident, however; his tand-
point i ethical. He doe not let wickednc s triumph completely, 
nor doe he make a thoroughly bad man the centre of his drama, 
except in Richard III. hake peare' writings enlarge our 
thought toward charity and ennoble our feelings for each other. 
He laid a ide all technicalities and idea. of form, and gave us l(f e 
as he saw it. 
We have touched slightly on the drama during the century 
of hakespeare and of Dryden, and we have tried to point out 
a few marked differences in the literature of the centuries, "which 
began '\\-ith full Elizabethan entbu iasm, which pa sed through 
the disintegration typified by Puritanism on through the period, 
while England was undergoing her transformation into modernity, 
which marks the greatest change in national temper which has yet 
declared itself in the history of England." 
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THEORETICALLY SPEAKING. 
Isaac Diggs, Jr., '17. 
H 1wr• ,sic, thi hook i the la1'e t addition, and som, 
hri. tmas present. It'd uit her to a pin point. 
Thank you, ir. To, sir. You ain't trying to 
flirt with me, be you? It's against the order of the 
tore, you know. Good evening, ir. ay, Jerry, c'm here, 
and lip me another lice o' that gum. Gee, ain't you getting 
tired, working . o hard, and tbi near Chri tma too? Who's 
the fellow over on Marie' ai le, carrying on the loo e-tongue 
stuff? He ain't got a very favorable map on him. Marie eems 
to get 'em, though. There ain't any gettin' around it. It must 
be her personality. She sells more than anybody in thi depart-
ment. I ain't kiddin' you, becau e I know how many of her 
bundles I wrap. Just a minute, Geraldine. Yes, sir, de-
lighted to wrap it for you. It certainly is a modem ta te for 
books you have. I was readin' that very same book of Charlie 
Dickens' last night. He's almost as good as Robert Chambers, 
and so far superior to that Forbes-Robertson [Morgan Robertson, 
she meant.] Good day, sir. Come again. No, sir, I won't 
go to no show with you to-night. Whaddye think I am? I may 
be a shop girl, but I ain't none o' that sort. Why, hello, Marie; 
good-looking fellow in the balmacaan. He must be a cheap 
skate, though, buying a thirty-nine-cent book. It ain't worth 
the trouble or the intelligence to wrap it. Yes, Geraldine gave 
me the gum. She is getting some class now, chewing the double 
jitney variety. I cawn't afford anything but the nickel stuff 
myself. Hope you an' the bookkeeper are as thick as ever. 
S'long. Drop around when you ain't busy. Gosh, but they 
work a woman to death in this joint. Yes, mam, that is the 
biggest bargain you ever bought. In fact, I read that very same 
book last night myself. It is the best-" 
You have recognized her. She is the cashier and wrapping 
girl in the book department of the Jones-Schlem Department 
Store, the one with the blonde hair and the big1 blue, innocent-
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looking eye , and the crupulou ly-manicured nail , which she 
take particular pain .' that you notice a he wrap . your package. 
You remember how . he bad you gue~.fog how much real inno-
cence ther wa behind tho e eye. . You al o recall how clear 
her face appeared at the di::-tance, and how coquetti h he looked 
a' he smiled at you aero s<'ven ai le of boo~s, from her lofty 
po ition in the quarecl box. Then , a you came clo er, you know 
how urpri. ed you w re that there were little freckle under her 
skin, and you knew that th freckle belonged there, and that 
she was a whole lot better looking with them. Let' ee, what 
was it that they ugge ted? Gave her uch a whole ome look, 
remember? You also knew that he never painted-or thought 
you did-and that he u ed ju t the right amount of powder. 
You also remember how her hair looked at the di tance, appa-
rently all well-coiffured, and then, when you approached her 
counter, you aw that it wa bundled up on the top of her head 
in a disheveled, nonchalant little knot. That wa when he 
won your admiration. That wa when you said something which 
sounded like you had been reading Poe about "rhythm of move-
ment and totality of effect." You were o sorry that she had 
to he a shop girl. 
You also remember how your ca. tle fell when you heard her 
conversation. Every entence seemed to detract from her beauty. 
That's the same girl, and she is yet working for tho Jones-
Schlom Company, only she is getting two dollars more a week. 
The J ones-Schlem Company knew why they were selling so many 
books. 
Ralph Whittemore was sitting in his room at Havershack 
College, smoking his fat-bowled, low-built pipe, which all college 
men smoke-as we are reminded by authors who have never 
been to college, and wish to create a collegiate atmosphere. Ralph 
Whittemore, however, strangely enough, had a pipe that was like 
those which are read about. He was couched in his chair, with 
his feet resting on a stool-thinking. He was good at that. In 
fact, that was about all he was good for. He liked to think that 
his pipe surrounded him with such an assimilatory atmosphere--
something superior, wholesome, something designed to make 
him appreciate his superiority over the rest of mankind. That 
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wa one of the things that a pip could do that ci ar tte could 
not-let a man appr ciate his own importanc . o he at there, 
hi left yebrow raised at a comfortable angl , puffing out the 
moke lowly, y tematically. 
Ralph Whittemore, nior, was one of tho e men that. a 
college education i wa 'ted upon. H was too th or tical. Down 
in th prop n itie of hi brain hr had certain inlaid principle. -
whicL weren't principles at all-and which he tried to regulate 
hi ex:i tence by. It wa in that head of hi that be had pro-
pounded a scheme for salting away a million dollar after he bad 
left college. He had his plans all worked out, and placed in a 
safety depo it vault in a down-town bank. 
Young Whittemore wa. eff eminatc-without under tanding 
women. In fact, he neither und rstoo<l m n nor worn n-nor 
him elf either, probably-and, not under tanding hi. fellow 
creatures, he theorized about them. He tried to figure out what 
tendency of the beast it was that made a man yell him elf hoarse 
at a foot-ball game, what instinct it was that caused a man to 
laugh at a joke, what inherent physical qualitie mu t be culti-
vated to make a man popular with his fellow beasts. Many 
articles on these subjects be wrote, with fourth dimension exact-
nes , for his college paper; as many were turned down by the 
editors. In short, be was what is known in collegiate terminology 
as a " crank." 
Every afternoon he took exactly :five thousand, two hundred, 
and eighty steps in a definite direction, each of an exact thirty-. ix 
inches, so that he might have the xercise neces ary to bis anatomy. 
The.e walks were made to the city, a distance of approximately 
a mile and a half. He would wall-: down the main treet until be 
had accomplished the mile and a half, wheel about and walk the 
other mile and a half back to the college. While walking down 
High street, he would observe the types of people, as his mind 
counted the steps in unison with his pedometer. There, perhaps, 
was a lawyer, a keen observer, a conservative type; here the 
doctor, busy, alert, somewhat analytical; yonder, perhaps, a 
blacksmith-long stride, awkward arms, open face, etc. 
It was one Saturday aftrrnoon, in late December I that he 
was taking his usual walk, with machine-like preciseness, when, 
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for ome peculiar rea. on, hi mind drifted to women. He never 
could tell what hi mind wa going to do. omebow he liked to 
think tha it worked by in piration. Women-very shallow, 
pretty, some of them in incere, superfu;ial-that was the exact 
adjective. He remembered when he entered college that be had 
once been taken to ee a young lady, and that hi conversation 
bad led her to call him a "simp." He had thought at first that 
it came from the Latin simplex munditiis, and that the college 
boys and their sex had abbreviated it and made it "simp." 
They were always cutting up the beautiful Horatian tongue. 
Ye , there was verbwn satis sapientibus, which had been cut 
to verbum sap; perhaps they had treated this quotation the 
ame. Yet, no-s-implex munditiis meant unaffected, grace-
ful. he had hardly meant that, judging by the intonation of 
her voice. It mu t have come from something el e, simplicity, 
simple-hearted, s-impleton-was it po ible that he had called 
him a simpleton? Horrible. 
Anyhow, be was pondering about women this afternoon, 
and as he pondered he began to realize that that part of his mental 
make-up that made one seek the society of women-or, rather, 
that would make women eek him-had been omewhat neglected. 
And thus, by chance-or inspiration, if you will-this Saturday 
afternoon he began to think of women. Provided that, at some time 
in his exi tence, be should make such an ass of himself as to ask 
one of them to marry him, how would he proceed? Of course, as 
he felt then, he would never a k any woman to marry him-
entirely too humiliating-but he was willing to admit that they 
possessed a certain subtlety of attack that would literally bowl a 
man over at times, take him completely off his feet. 
Now, let's see. Primarily, he would start off by being con-
siderate. He had read it somewhere, on good authority, that a 
woman loves considerations, loves to think that she is always 
first in the mind of the man pursuing her. After taking the 
prospective young wife to the theater a few times, and sending 
her sweet-smelling flowers, to show her that she was constantly 
in his thoughts, and also telling her a few times, over the 'phone 
or by means of letters, how much he adored her-and the usual 
stuff-then would begin the suit proper. 
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He bad heard it said by the fellow that came in to borrow 
hi Phil. note -which they did an unusual number of time -
that when you are contemplating falling in love it i in-
advi able to "shoot too much oft oap" or '' lu b." ow he 
didn't have the lightest idea what thcs term m ant, but he 
was going to try to get an idea from hi " th auru " when he got 
to chool, or, if neces ary, to humiliate him elf by king one 
of the "regular fellows"-rather "irregular" fellows, according to 
Whittemore. He al o remembered having once r ad a book on 
"The Mastery of the Will," which bad said that to make a woman 
admire you it is neces ary to be masterful. A woman's nature 
call for some one to gently dominate her, although, theoretically, 
he objects to it. Finally, it would be well to test the depth of 
the young woman's affection by apparently getting angry at 
time , and watching the effect. If she shows any emotion, either 
anger or scorn, she is deeply iutere ted. It is better to have a 
woman hate you sincerely than to hav her indifferent. Love 
and hate are very much akin. Incidentally, if pos ible, have the 
woman propose to you, for then, if any trouble should ari e after 
marriage, you could point to her and tell her that it wa her 
fault, and not brought on by you. 
Ha! He certainly did have a comprehensive brain. If all 
young men could show the wisdom that he did there would be 
fewer marital disappointments and a closer understanding be-
tween the male and female species. So thought intellectually 
over-ridden Whittemore, of Havershack. No one had ever told 
him, worse luck, that when a man tries to theorize on bis emotions, 
and particularly his emotions as regards the opposite sex, he is a 
fool, nothing more. 
Just as he passed in front of the Jones-Schlem Company, on 
his one thousand and tenth step, the whistle for 6 o'clock blew, 
and the girls from the various departments ran out, putting on 
their hats, coats, and other feminine apparel. They hurried out 
from the huge store as if it bad been a prison, and not a place of 
employment. Just as Whittemore was taking his one thousand 
and nineteenth step-the regularity of which was much inter-
rupted by the homologous group of surrounding women-just as 
he was taking this step, with the same machine-like movement, he 
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saw one of the women from the group drop her pur e (It wa 
adie, the girl at the wrapping counter in the book department.) 
Of cour:a-, h felt that it wa hi duty, as a human being, to pick 
it up and return it to the o"''ller. 
Hi y t m of t p wa entirely broken up a he moved 
swiftly ·with the pocket-book, hurrying after the golden-haired, 
carcle. girl who had dropped it. ow, she was a "simp" cer-
tainly. He reached her only after going half a block, and then 
it took ome p r uasion and explanation before he could convince 
her that he wasn't trying to flirt with her. 
ilently he handed her the pur , lifted hi hat, a is cu -
tomary when man meet woman, and prepared to move on, when, 
by inspiration doubtles , he decided to try out hi theories about 
woman on thi bop girl-before writing a book on the subject. 
He stopped to acknowledg her thanks. 
"Why, thank , old top; awfully good of you to return it. My 
whole week's salary, powder puff, handkerchief, car tickets, hair-
pin , cologne, glove , and chewing gitm, and then some." And she 
queezed his hand, an action which inexperienced Whittemore 
was unable to solve. 
"Er-er-you know, that's all right." (Wasn't she good 
looking.) Then, "May I take you home, Miss---?" 
"Sadie trong, and Sadie for you," and she looked at him in 
a peculiar way, entirely baffling him. "Yes, bein' as you have 
saved the dough." 
Then be remembered bi first axiom, confused though he 
was-" Be considerate," and immediately ordered a taxi, much 
to the surprise of the cynical Sadie. 
On the trip across town to the better tenement district 
Whittemore' conver ation wa conspicuous by its ab ence. He 
admitted that there was certainly some truth in the fact that there 
is a certain(?) indefinable subtlenc s about a woman that is 
calculated to bowl over most any man; therefore he thought , he 
had best not talk, and began making further plans. 
As they alighted from the machine, and as the sun was going 
down-a fact which showed off to some considerable advantage 
Sadie's hair and face, her hair bronze in the declining light-
Whittemore made the remarkable discovery that he liked his 
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expcrim<:'nt. He had not beard her ,peak a hundred word , but 
be liked her. Gael! it wa a pity that .h w n't int lligent. For 
the firt time ince entering college, Whittemore had a human 
instinct, and that instinct wa to take her into his arms-and hold 
her. Ile made an engagement with her to e the "P ing of 
the Third Floor Back," a modern morality play, and then made 
a hasty departur , for fear that be might make som br ak. 
Arriving at hi room, be put bi thoughts in tabular form, 
and dr cd himself for the bow. 
He bad ome difficulty getting bark to pringfield treet-hc 
was not acquainted with that ction of the city-and, after 
arriving there almost breathle s-a disgraceful condition-he 
found bis experiment draped aero s the second tory window, 
talking to a neighbor. 
", ure, Liz, this ain t a cheap sport. Pictures? aw, wc 
are goin' to the Elite, to see ome play or other. A play, yes. 
Taw, it ain't a burle que, either. There he is at the door now. 
S long, Liz." 
he ran to the door. "Well, I thought you wasn't never 
comin'." Then she glanced up and saw the taxicab, and her 
face grew seriou . "Say, we are goin' to that show, ain't we? 
You ain't fixin' to take me to any other place?" 
"Why, certainly wc are goinjl; to the theatre. Here are the 
tickets." 
It is needless to dwell on how much Sadie didn't enjoy the 
show, or how much she felt at home at the supper to which Whitte-
more took her after the theatre. 
Back in his room that night, with the same low-built, fat-
bowled pipe in his mouth, he selected several volumes from his 
library on heredity. He had about come to the conclusion that 
it would be a satisfactory investment to marry Sadie. She had 
an economical turn of mind, and probably could help him in bis 
i:;cheme to salt away a cool million, which scheme was safely lying 
in a safety deposit vault in a down-town bank. Besides1 he had 
a notion that he loved her-or was somewhere near it. He 
blushed when she looked at him; his heart went through a series 
of palpitating motions when he saw her; he was somewhat afraid · 
of her, and he thrilled-or something to that effect-when he 
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touched her hand, which wa a far to a care a he got. Yes, he 
was in love. There w hardly any doubt about it. 
But, no, he couldn't marry her without fir t ome knowledge 
of what 'he might do after marriage, and so he studied heredity 
for three hour . There were two entence that he was able to 
find in hi various readings that tuck in hi mind, the one of 
Darwin, the other of pencer. Darwin's theory was something 
to thi effect: " fany hereditary qualities come only with in-
creasing age, many do not a ert themselves until aft r twenty-
one year of age." pencer' read like thi : "The qualitie::; of 
the parents may blend in the children; the qualitie of only one 
parent may be transmitted to the child, or the inherited qualities 
may come from an ance tor-not the immediate parent." Tbe:;e 
theories were encouraging. and, of course, true, if propounded by 
Darwin and penccr. He believed, in the first place, that she 
wa young enough to be taught, that the hereditary traits 
of her family bad not made a foundation that couldn't be broken 
down by constant training. In the econd place, he believed 
that she had acquired only the good qualities of her parents, 
blended together-he bad heard of uch instances-or, mayhap, 
it had jumped a generation, and her heritage came from ancestors 
of good caliber. He slept over it; he dreamed about it, and, in 
the morning when he woke up, he bad fully decided to marry her, 
after, of course, training her in the fundamentals of being a lady. 
Three months later he was ready. He had taken her out 
many times, to different places. He had to admit, though, that 
the places were usually more of her selection than his. At first 
she had been cordial, light, and gay. Of late, however, she bad 
been unu ually cool, but be only took that for increasing ad-
miration. (He bad read that a woman becomes reticent when 
she loves.) 
They were walking through Council Crest Park; the moon 
shone brightly-a condition much recommended by E. P. Roe 
and Jane Austen, observed Whittemore, who bad been reading 
these authors of recent date. 
"Miss Sadie," said he, "I am about to astonish you." 
"Ralph," she said, "you astonish me a dozen times a minute. 
I tell myself you ain't-aren't, I mean-actually true." 
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"Very encouraging," thought be. Aloud be aid: "The 
events that have pteceded to-night have been but the preliminaries 
of an-er--courtship." 
be stared at him. "Well, I'll be-" 
"It is true. I have been giving you an ample opportunity 
to know and appreciate me-to tudy me, o that you might arrive 
at a comprehensive knowledge of my per onality and uitability 
of becoming your husband." (He was getting on excellently.) 
"You have had opportunity now, o there can be no impropriety 
in asking the question which I am going to ask." 
''...ay, listen, Ralph." 
But he was not to be stopped. He had hi whole proposal 
in his mind, and he wouldn't have forgotten it for anything. 
Her hand was over her mouth, her h ad turned away; he 
was trembling visibly, but did not peak. 
"Miss Sadie," he said, without further preliminarie , "will 
you elope with me?" 
It was too much. Sadie, startled, sw-prised, taken com-
pletely off her guard, broke into a paroxy m of laughter. he 
couldn't retain herself longer. 
"Why, Ralph, did you think that I would marry you? Too 
bad, old sport. I just promised Ham Peter -you know Ham, 
the one who is conductor on the street railway line-I had just 
promised hin1 to do his cooking for life. I like you, but you 
ain't-aren't-my kind. You are too different. Kiss me good-
bye and go home. Come to see us sometimes." 
Awkwardly he bent over and pressed his lips against her 
cheek, when her mouth was perfectly available, took her home 
without a word, and started back to school. 
The next month he got his diploma, and vanished into the 
unknown-a sadder, but a wiser, young man for his experience. 
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THE ETERNAL CITY. 
W. McCallum Plowden, '19. 
I tood upon a hill of ancient Rome, 
And gazed abroad upon the queen of yore, 
But be i now no longer Power's home-
The Eternal City rules the world no more. 
For once upon the e even hill did reign 
The mightie t power thi world ha ever een; 
Her conquering legion wept o'er Gaul and pain, 
Her eagles flew from Wales to Pale tine. 
She wung her ceptre e'en to Scotland's firth; 
he da hed her fleet against the nations wide; 
he cut her turnpikes to the ends of earth, 
And brought in wealth and spoil from every ide. 
Before her every nation's standard furled 
Upon the surface of the world's wide map. 
The wealth and plunder of a conquered world 
Were freely poured into the victor's lap. 
Her art and oratory rose supreme; 
Her chiseled temples shone from every hill; 
Her poets sung of every war-like theme, 
And kingdoms Jived or perished at her will. 
She ruled in all the realms of power and thought, 
While centuries were buried in the past, 
But, in the end, her power came to naught. 
Her day of doom and judgment came at last. 
Ere long there came a time when, free from fears, 
And steeped in wealth and luxury galore, 
She lost the virtue of her former years-
Effeminated by her golden store. 
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And then, while sunk in dark corruption' mir , 
The rude barbarian , in a countl · band, 
Bur t through the boundaries of her wide empire, 
And swept her wealth and power from the land. 
And now she lies abandoned-all i o'er-
Her temples fall'n, her art devoured by ru t; 
Her wealth is gone, her power i no more; 
Her warriors long since mingled with the dust. 
And yet, though leveled with the ground, thou art 
Sublime in ruin a in power ublime. 
We hail thee now, and hail thee from the heart-
The mightiest kingdom ever known to time. 
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I owe more to the future than I do to the past. 
The question of Literary Society credit is one which bas been 
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agitated much and often. It was the ubject of an article in 
LrrERARY OCIETY 
CREDIT. 
the columns in the January i ue of thi 
year. Much bas been aid pro and con 
among the students and Faculty. It is a 
thoroughly live issue. 
The chief objection rai. ed are that there i dana r of getting 
the curriculum too full of various thing , and that there i a po ible 
difficulty which will ari e in tandardizing the work and bringing 
it up to the proper degree of merit. 
On the contrary, it i urged that this is not the addition of a 
new line of work to the curriculum. The activitie demanded of 
a man in the Literary ocietie are trictly in line with other college 
work. The ability to peak well and fluently, to read clearly 
and interestingly, and to write originally is at the bottom of all 
our work. 
It is further urged that the upport of the College publica-
tions demands some sort of organized effort to get men to writing. 
At present, the editor of literary productions must either depend 
upon classes in English or upon the good nature and loyalty of a 
small group of fellows who will write. In some re pects, the 
literary work of these ocieties should be called the "laboratory 
of the English and public speaking departments." It will t.hen 
be seen that, though this is not the addition of a new line of work, 
it is the developing in more complete form of a line always stre. ed 
in every college and high school in the land. 
As to standardizing and raising to a high perfection the work, 
there is no reason why, with the co-operation of the Faculty and 
Aociety officers, this work cannot be made a standard as any clas 
in College. We are sure it can. If men are attracted by the 
credit given, they will also be restrained by the checks and de-
mands placed upon applicants. The work will become more 
serious and sound. 
We are glad to see that a definite plan has been formulated, 
and turned over to the proper Faculty authorities. The recom-
mendations outlined below were made by committees repre-
senting the Societies, and are being considered by a committee of 
the Faculty: 
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"First. The ocieties hall guarantee at least twenty-five (25) 
meeting night during the sion. 
" econd. Each member (candidate for credit) ball appear 
five (5) times during these ion, a follows: 
On d clamation, not le than four (4) minutes. 
One reading, not le than five (5) minute . 
Two debate , not Jes than eight ( ) minutes (each). 
One optional a above, or accepted MESSENGER article or 
oration. 
"Third. The Societie agree to require attendance on the 
same basi a the cla -room attendance. 
"Fourth. In addition to the above, each candidate for credit 
shall be required to do one of the following: 
(a) Compete creditably for one of the Society medals, 
(b) ompete for one of the inter-society or inter-
collegiate debating teams." 
Other tatement and requirement are made a to limiting 
of member hip to enable the work to be . atisfactorily done, and 
as to who shall serve as judges in certain contests where credit is 
involved. 
One hour of credit a year for each of three years' possible 
work is asked for this cbedulc. Of cour e, this is the minimum, 
and is below what a number of men already do for the Societies. 
We are not asking for anything but what we feel is a just 
amount of credit for work done along lines highly approved. 
Our one hope i that w may see this or ome similar y tern put 
into force within another c ion. While it is true that uniformity 
in granting degrees must be observed among colleges in general, it 
is also true that every good thing has to start with somebody. It 
is, moreover, well !mown that the originator, or pioneer, in a 
worthy movement always reaps an abundant harvest. Prospec-
tive students are not blind to the e little arrangements in a college 
to which they may be planning to come. The thing to be done, 
in our judgment, is to make the literary work of the Societies 
worthy, and then give credit for it. 
To the students we will say this: If you feel this movement 
is a good one, give it your support. Talk it up. Let your views be 
known to fellow students and professors alike. Create an atmos-
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phere of whole ome expectancy, and th~ authoriti will hardly 
fail to approve a good thing wb n it is really the wi h of the con-
tituent . We would not blame them for r fu ing to accept 
thi recommendation, on prudential $round , if tber did not em 
to be ground for tud nt support, for tbi i one thing in which the 
tudcnt. must play a major role. If we expr ourselv firmly 
and freely, but jrn tly, there will be no excu for arcfu al-at lea 't 
on Lhis basis. 
"Life i one of tho c things which take po e ion of us 
whether we will or not." 
The balance of life swings ea. ily on a keen knife edge, bu,t 
once o'er-balanced, returns with difficulty to it tat of equi-
librium. 
We are all right much akin to the woman who spoke very 
confidentially to a friend and aid, "Every-
HUMAN body's crazy but me and you, and you're 
ABNORMALITIES. mighty queer." Pope has very keenly put 
the thought this way: 
" 'Tis with our judgments as our watches, none 
Go just alike, yet each believes his own." 
We were talking with a fellow companion in misery the other 
day, and the name of one of our college-mates came up. "Yes," 
said our friend, "he's a fine sort of fellow, but he's so carele . He 
goes to cla ses and pays no attention to what the professor is 
saying. He takes no notes, he get in his parallel late, he cuts 
class when he feels like it, and he slides through with the least 
effort of any fellow I ever saw." 
We were silent for a few moments, and then, not wishing to 
be outdone in the conversation (you will notice one ghost story 
always calls for one a little worse in return), we replied: "He 
certainly takes life easy. Now there's ----, for instance. 
He never leaves his room. He attends no games, takes no exercise, 
never goes to town except on business, and hasn't taken a walk 
this year just for the joy of doing it. He bones and grinds. He 
never takes a bit of interest in the girls, and yet he does not make 
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any phenomenal grade in hi cl . ).fo t any day you go to 
see him he is to be found poring over ome du 0 ty manuscript, as 
far removed from hi clas e a the un i from the bottom of the 
aby . --- i a perpetual grind, but never eems to get much 
done." 
And o the go ip went on-first of this fellow who catches 
up every wild and eccentric belief which blow his way, and 
never believe anything after he finds out somebody else believes 
it; then of that fellm who struts about the campus looking like 
Tom Thumb, the Great, with the clothe of Goliath, who un-
consciou ly eems to ay to all he meets, "Ye , ye , feel free to 
speak to me whenever I nod to you!" and, la tly, of that poor 
deluded pecimen of humanity who think that he is really popular, 
and honestly is convinced that all the girls are truck on him. 
He goes to see them ever and anon, and fills in the time between 
with letters, ode , and sonnet of love, passionate effusions of 
sentiment, and outburst of holy admiration. 
Thus we talked, and a we did there aro e before our minds 
a multitude of distorted hape -shapes that had once been men, 
and, under the powerful corrective influence of our satire and 
ridicule, might again attain to humanity. One by one they passed 
before us, and we reviewed their contorted limbs and misshapen 
minds. Of a sudden something struck us in the face, and there 
was the sound of shattered glass and splintered wood. We extri-
cated ourselve , bleeding and surprised, only to see that we had 
crashed "full tilt" into a great mirror, which, in our absorption, 
we had failed to see. Then some power had "the giftie gie us 
to see ourselves as ithers see us." 
No one denies that the Y. M. C. A. is a good thing. But 
some of us are more enthusiastic about it than others. The 
PROPOSED ENLARGED 
ACTIVITIES 
FoR THE Y. M. C. A. 
question is continually asked by men 
who are invited to join our College 
Y. M. C. A., "What good is it going 
to be to me?" When asked to attend 
one of the Thursday night meetings, 
many merely answer, "All right, if I can," leaving the impression 
that he would be doing a great favor to the one who invites him, 
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if time can be taken from other thing to go to th Y. 1:. C. A. 
me ting . Ther eem. to be a fl-cling of b ing out id of it; that 
th Y. l\L '. ., like most of the other organization. belongs to 
a elect few· they own it, control it, and are benefited by it. And 
it is certainly true that tho~c who put the mo t in it do get the 
mo t out of it. 
"\Vhat we hould like to . i · <'verybocly putting , omething 
in it and everybody getting omcthing out of it. Th<>r h:lS been 
much talk recently about a Y. M. . A. building at Richmond 
oU ge. We certainly ne d it, and need it badly, but we are not 
likely to get it unle s the tudent of the College how that they 
are really interested in the work which the A ociation i doing 
and may do. With our limited equipment, the work i limited, 
but "'ith limited support from the tudent body the work is still 
more limited. 
Some of u arc stm hoping that we may have a full-time 
General Secretary next year. And unque tionably we will if 
the students want it, and how that they want it . ome one 
has raised the objection that we do not need a ecretary until we 
have a building. But would not a Secretary who could give his 
full time to the interests of the Christian life be just as u eful as 
the athletic director who give his full time to the athletic work 
at College? And one of the duties of such an officer would be to 
stir up interest and solicit co-operation, which will lead to the 
erection of a suitahle Y. M. C. A. building, which would be the 
centre of the students' social and religious life. 
There is nothing more vital to a College such as ours, which 
is endowed, at great sacrifice, for the purpose of training those 
who shall guide the Rocial and religious life of others, than careful, 
systematic, and thorough training, not in the theory, but in the 
practice of these things while at College. In fact, to some of us, 
such a man is fully as important as any member of the Faculty. 
Some may not go that far until they have done some careful 
thinking on the subject. 
Intellectual training is, of cow-se, the chief purpose for which 
we come to College. But this is almost valueless unless it can be 
utilized to help us live more enjoyable and more useful lives. 
And, without more or less constant opportunities to keep in touch 
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with the human and divine, through the exerci e of tho e faculties 
which make life worth while, are we not likely to become wanting 
in the e thing which are be t? 
hall we not keep the e things in mind when we are again 
a ked to hav ome part in the Y. 1\1. C. A. work? Perhap those 
of u who are her now will not have all the advantage that we 
hope tho e who come after will have. But we would not have 
what we do if others who have gone before us bad not made ome 
effort in our hehalf. We are interested in the future of Richmond 
College; we are more intere ted in the future services which the 
sons and daughter of our alma mater are to render to the world. 
Then let us improve the condition in which they are to live, that 
their live , bent right, like the young tree, may grow right, to the 
glory of the College and to the betterment of mankind. 
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ALUMNI NOTES. 
M. L. Combs, '17. 
D. utton, B. A., '15, i teaching at 'teven ville, a. 
Frank . Harwood, B. A., '14., i at Colgate eminary. 
Gray Garland, LL. B., '11, i practicing law in Richmond . 
A. G. Ryland, B. A., '0 , i teaching at Richmond Academy. 
W. T . Halstead, B. A., '14, is preaching in Charlotte county, 
R. S. Wingfield, B. A., '14, i teaching in Chatham Training 
School. 
H. G. Duval, B. A., '14, is teaching in Chatham Training 
School. 
W. E. el on, LL. B., '01, is practicing law at Lunenburg 
Courthouse. 
A. R. Crabtree, B. A., '14, is principal of Jarratt High chool, 
st J arratts, Va. 
Clodius H. Willis, B. S., '14, and G. M. Harwood, B. , ., '14, 
are at Johns Hopkins. 
John A. Ryland, D. A., '15, i principal of Venter High School, 
King William county, Va. 
0. G. Poarch, B. A., '14, is at Louisville, attending the 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 
E. E. Smith, B. A., '05, who has been pastor of First Baptist 
Church, at Norton, Va., has recently accepted the pastorate of 
the Immanuel Baptist Church, of this city. 
CHANGE 
E. J. Fox, 117. 
It i wi.th a feeling of he-i.tancy that the present editor enters 
upon hi dutie in this department, as the role is entirely new to 
him. We wish to make this department one of interest and help, 
not only to our own reader~, but also to the publi her of like 
periodical in other institutions, whose merit we are privileged to 
critici e. It is not our intention to give unmerited prai e, nor 
yet undue and hart:ih criticism to any article or paper. Rather 
do we ,,i h to commend those deserving commendation, and to 
offer friendly sugge tions where such, in our judgment, w,mld be 
beneficial. 
\ e have elected three magazine to be the subjects of our 
criticism this month-one to be criticised at length, the others in 
a more general way. 
The Georgetown CoUege Journal is one of the best magazines 




pleasing to the eye as well as to the literary 
sense. There are, however, several short-
comings which we would be glad to see 
remedied. A greater variety of material 
than we find in the last issue should be 
expected from such an institution as Georgetown College. The 
editorials are good, spicy, direct, and lucid articles, which show a 
hard-working and competent staff of editors. Two, especially, 
are worthy of mention. One writer has asked, "Why New Year's 
Day" for making resolutions'? AU resolutions that find verbal 
expression as sur.h, especially New Year's resolutions, are always 
the subjects of ridicule. Let us, therefore, resolve within our-
selves, from day to day, to do our best as the light of inspiration 
and knowledge may lead us, so that our resolution may find 
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cxpre ion only in act and deed , which r olution will be adjudged 
a g nuine one. "Pan-Amcricani. m" deaL clearly and pointedly 
upon a ubject of vital and almo t univer al interest. We regret 
that there i not more of thi . xcellent editorial. " ornprehen-
ive Examination " and "The Poore t Paid Profe ion" are by 
men out ide of the student bo<ly, therefore out~ide the pale of 
our critici m. The latter, be it said in passing, i too long and 
foreign in its subject-matter for a college magazine. "Univer al 
keptirism" and "The Peace Value of a Military Training," the 
two e ays by student , are both well written, well thought-out 
article . But when we come to t be verse and short stories we 
hesitate to express our opinion. "The ~ tar of the 1agi" is 
practically the only contribution that has any claim to literary 
recognition. This i an exceptionally bright and thoughtful 
poem, and shows the meditation and exprc ion of a poet. The 
three other short selections of verse, while bright in thought, are 
not substa ntial enough to stand as po try. Among the hort 
stories, "The Passing of the torm" has claim to the fir -t place. 
It is a good psychological story of a soul's conflict, but lacks 
unity of time and characters, as well as action, to make it a perfect 
short story. The thought of it, though, is exceedingly refreshing 
and inspiring. Oh, that we all could attain such nobility of char-
acter as the man who could listen to the conf es ions of his bro-
ther's murderers and refrain from violent action! "The Twen-
tieth Century Hero" is a typical college yarn, and displays no 
marked qualities. On the whole, the magazine lacks real, live, 
genuine literary materia! of the lighter vein. Brighten up your 
columns with a few more good, short, and spicy stories, and longer 
poems. It will do your paper good. 
We are very much pleased with the production turned out 




and contributors. It is lacking in poetry of a 
high order, but this deficiency is, in a measure, 
made up by the good qualities of its short stories 
and strong essays. Both essays and the three 
short stories are of such good quality that we 
will refrain from choosing the best, but speak a word of com-
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mendation for all. W wiU look forward to receiving another 
uch magazine with pleasure, and the hope that it poetic de-
ficiency will be made up in the future. 
Emory nnd Henry Coll ge b !'l produced an excellent number 
thi i u (January and February). We think it a pity that 
uch a production cannot be made monthly. 
The Era. Except for a lack of e say,, it has an excellent 
election of contents. One thing we note, with 
s ti faction-it has more elections of poetry and of better 
quality, than common to mo. t magazines of like nature. 
We acknowledge, with gratitude, the following exchanges: 
The Wells College Chronicle, The Georgetonian, The Missile, Yale 
Literary Magazine, The Buff and Blue, The Tattler, The Unii•ersity 
of Virginia Magazine, The Furman Echo, and The Isaqueena. 
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EDITORIAL. 
Some of the most ridiculous, and at the ~ame time some of 
the most intere ting discussions are heard upon the subject of 
THE STANDARD 
COLLEGE. 
what a standard college is, what it really 
stands for, and which colleges in the South 
are standard colleg s. An attempt vtill be 
made in this article to give a clear, though 
brief, answer to such questions as the above, which are so often 
heard nowadays. 
In the first place, let us say that our statements are based on 
facts, and on the words of a former President of the outhern 
Association of College Women. And what is this Southern 
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Association of 'ollege Women'? Thi" furni. he as good a point 
as any for tarting. 
The organization is ju t what it name implies. It is an 
a ociation made up of the graduates of the standard colleges 
for women in the outh. 1 he corre pone.ling organization of its 
kind in the Jorth i called the A· ociation of Collegiate Alumna:. 
Thi 'outhern ·ociation of College Women has been in ex:i tence 
ince the year 1903. During the years 1910-'12 our dear Dr. 
May Lansfield Keller was \'ice-President of this ociation, 
and during the year 1912-'14 .he wa' the President. Since 
that time ti ·s Elizabeth olton, of l\Ieredith College, has been 
the Pre ident. All women who have graduated from a standard 
college in the outh are, by virtue of this fact, members of the 
ociation. 
The organization, ince its Le ginning, has worked stead-
fa tly for th standardization of women's colleges in the South. 
Th re i' in th A 'Ociation a pecial Committee on Standardization, 
a phase of the work of the committee being to publish annually 
a bulletin bearing on tandards. Up to tbi point it has succeeded 
in puhli bing the standing of over three hundred so-called colleges 
of women in the outh, and ha , throughout, stood con istently 
for int llectual hone t.y and integrity. The Association bas 
never, in any way whatsoever, worked again t the best interests 
of any college, but, on the other hand, has urged all small colleges 
with inadequate equipment to call themselves no longer colleges, 
but preparatory schools and eminariec::, and, in addition, it has 
always urged them to publish in their catalogues what they 
actually are able to off er to the student. 
Due to the poor high school sy tern, especially in the rural 
communities, many woiLld-be colleges and so-called colleges have 
unquestionably been hampered by being compelled to carry pre-
paratory departments. And, while these same schools may 
have a splendid teaching force, and may boast an excellent curri-
culum, yet, because of the necessitated presence of preparatory 
departments, and because of inadequate laboratory equipment 
and limited library facilities, they have been excluded from mem-
bership in the Southern Association of College Women. Again, 
why are they excluded? Why can't they have admission? Be-
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cau e, as we have aid, the · ciation stand ' consistently for 
intellectual honesty and integrity, and r it p n;ist ntly any 
attempt to make them recognize any so-called colic e a standard 
until it ha come up to the ideals and r quir men which women 
~ ho are graduate of tandard college think hould be ct up and 
held up. 
In only a brief ugg tive way, l t u mention the tandard 
that a college must m ure up to before it i recognized by the 
outhern A ociation oi College Women, and before it can stand 
on a par with any recognized colleg in the /ui ociation of olle-
giate Alumna>, such as Va ar, Wellesley, mith, Barnard, Bryn 
awr, etc. 
First, there roust be a complete eparation of the coll ge from 
any preparatory department, with no teacher in the college a 
teacher in the preparatory department. 
econd, there mu t be a certain amount of endowment, 
• ufficient for the employment of an efficient corp of teach rs, 
and, without an exception, we think, there is not a teacher em-
ployed in any standard college who i not a college graduate. 
Third, the college must have suitable library facilitie , and, 
Fourth, an adequate laboratory quipment. 
Fifth, there roust b certain well-defined entrance require-
ments, consi. ting of at least fourteen recognized college units. 
These requirements must he roost rigidly adhered to, because 
it tends, beyond any other one thing, to make and to keep the 
student body, both intellectually and socially, upon a high level. 
Probably the last that we ball mention is the requirement 
for degrees. A student mu t have done so much of real, thorough-
going, efficient college work before she may carry with her into 
her life and environment the name-a graduate of her college. 
The last word to be said now is this, What colleges in our 
Southland, the land that is standing more and more for progress, 
the land that exalts a woman-that wants her to have the best 
in the land- -are standard. Alas! The number is far too small, 
but a.re we not, all of u~, proud to say that during the first year 
of her life as a woman's college-though co-ordinate-West-
hampton College, through the unceasing efforts of those who bad 
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at hen.rt her be t int re t , ba. been added to the hort li t of 
tandard colleg · for worn n in th outh? 
The li:t . tand . a. follow : 
Goucher ollege, Baltimore, l\Id. 
Ranrlolph-:'.lacoo College, Lynchburg, Ya. 
Converse allege, partanburg, . C. 
Agne cott, Decatur, Georgia. 
ophie ewcomb (co-ordinate with Tulane Univer ity), New 
Orlean , La. 
We hampton College (co-ordinate with Richmond College), 
Richmond, Va. 
To We thampton College: 
fay he alway stand in the ranks of the standard colleges 
for women in the outb ! May no wrangling nor dispute, no 
minor nor per onal con iderations, ever be in trumental in lowering 
her high intellectual standard nor her moral ideals! And, above 
all, may every girl within the wall' of the College work, talk, and, 
act to make and keep it so! 
EXCHANGES. 
Emily Gardner, '18. 
In the January i sue of The Isaqueena we found an extremely 
imaginative, but thoroughly intere·ting, tory, "The ew Leaf." 
It wa a fairy tory, and with the expected 
The I saqucena. moral at tac heel to it, and morali. tic fairy 
storie are u ually hard for the dignity-
donned brain of a college girl to enjoy. All of the e prejudice , 
on the one hand, were completely overbalanced by th unique, 
original handling which the author di.played in thi. tory. The 
theme was :rew Year's re olution , and the help they would be 
if kept. "Three Ideals of Womanboocl a Pre ented in 'The 
Princes. , ' " wa. as e say which had plenty of subject-matter to 
treat upon, but was rather rough an<l incomplete. The three 
types, a portrayed by the writer, were: Fir t, the extrem , highly-
intellectual woman, without the womanly characteri tic ; econd, 
the sweet, unambitious, obedient wife, and then-the happy 
merlium-the woman who po sesses both an educated mind and all 
the feminine instincts of a true woman. We were rath r amus d 
at "The Boarding Student's Tragedy," a k tch of the vain at-
tempt of a student to get to breakfast after the doors were closed. 
It was not worked out well in the writing, but it was true to life, 
and life is amusing "in spots." 
The Bessie Tift Journal is small, but has, sometimes, good 
things in it. We think it could be made better, though, with 
The Bessie '1.'ift 
Journal. 
sufficient effort. In the January number 
we found an essay on John Masefield. The 
author made the statement that "the tastes 
and n.mbitionR of college student are turning 
more in the direction of poetry," and gives as a reason that the 
poetry of to-day "treats life in a real, human sort of way." She 
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then proceed· to give tlw principal . ubjects of ~Iasefield' work 
and illu:-;tra.tions. His lov • of the low, the common-place, and 
the simple are spoken of, hi· rh:thm and originality. It was an 
inter ·ting ~say, but <lid not ~how much originality on the writer's 
part. 11a:-Pfiekl bim ~clf, by bi illustrations. made th e ay. 
The ·tori w r not p· rticularly good. One already knew the 
conclu.-ion of "Bob' R ·olutions" a oon as Bob had made them, 
and the intere.t wa not kept up • ufficiently to hold the reader's 
attention. ome of th ketchc in " Tew Year in the 
Trenche "wer good. 
The ·hort-.tory, entitled "Pal ," wru' the bet of the tories 
in The Hollin$ .JI agazine. It theme wa' the mother-love hunger 
of a little even-year-old boy. He was of 
The a rich family, had all, materially, that a 
Hollins ~llagazine. child could want, but lacked the one 
ential thing, the expre eel love of his 
pretty mother. It wa there, but hidden, and was brought from 
it· hiding place by a little circus boy, who was, a he expre edit, 
"pals" with his mother. The ,vriter bad atmosphere, and had 
drawn good character ketches. Two of the ssay were on poets, 
their work and manner of expres ·ion-Anne Bird Stewart, the 
author of" The Gentlest Giant," child verRe., and Helena Coleman, 
a natw-e lover. Anne Stewart's love and understanding of chil-
dren in the es ay were well dcv loped, with many illustrations 
of her work. ,. 1 ot o good was the essay on Helena Coleman. 
One thing particularly noticeable in The Hollins .Magazine is 
the good vocabulary of almo -t all the writer . The poems also 
were well written. It were best, indeed, sometimes to remember 
that 
" 'Ti better to forget and smile 
Than remember and be sad." 
On the whole, w want. to congratulate 'l.'he Hollins Magazine on 
the variety and quality of the contents of its January number. 
We acknowledge, with pleasure, The Vassar Miscellany 
Monthly, The Newcomb Arcade, The Tattler, and 'l.'he Smith College 
Monthly. 
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THE FARIS TUDIO, 
115 8. !lJroad .St.~ !lliclzmond~ 'Ila, 
ue/11phone 1 .?landolplt 5996. 
~ ) C</uipp11d lo !l%as11 !You, < ~ 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. 
The session of eight months opens 
September 30th. Excellent equip-
ment ; able and progressive F acuity; 
wide range of theological study. If 
help is needed to pay board, write 
to Mr. B. Pressley Smith, Treasurer 
of Students' Fund. For catalogue 
and other information, write to 
E. Y. MULLINS. President. 
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